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Abstract
In recent decades, there have been significant technological advancements in sensors,
devices, materials, algorithms, and computational hardware, resulting in extensive
improvements for visualization capabilities applied to real world objects. Among these
improvements, three-dimensional (3D) imaging technologies have received interest from
many research groups and may offer advantages over conventional two-dimensional (2D)
approaches. In comparison with 2D sensing techniques, which record only the intensity of
the scene, passive 3D imaging also includes depth and directional information. Many
techniques for 3D imaging have been proposed, such as holography and interferometry,
time-of-flight,

two-view

based

stereoscopy,

and

multi-view

techniques

for

autostereoscopic 3D imaging, to cite a few.
This dissertation will focus on novel aspects of integral imaging based multi-view 3D
imaging systems, 3D information processing and visualization in three separate parts. In
the first part, two concepts for integral imaging based dynamic 3D imaging are presented.

Xin Shen, University of Connecticut, 2018

First, an extended depth-of-focus 3D micro display is presented by using a bifocal liquid
crystal lens. Second, a head tracking 3D display is presented by means of proper
application of the smart pseudoscopic-to-orthoscopic conversion (SPOC) algorithm.
In the second part, novel 3D imaging systems and 3D image processing approaches
are proposed. First, the recent progress of integral imaging based Multidimensional Optical
Sensing and Imaging Systems (MOSIS) is presented for object recognition, material
inspection, and integrated visualization, etc. Second, 3D profilometric reconstruction using
flexible sensing integral imaging with automatic occlusion removal is presented. Third,
spatial-temporal human gesture recognition under degraded conditions using 3D integral
imaging is presented.
In the third part, approaches for 3D sensing and visualization with Augmented Reality
(AR) are presented. First, an AR based approach for optical visualization and object
recognition using 3D axially distributed sensing (ADS) is presented. Second, we present
an eye fatigue-free 3D augmented display using lenslet based integral imaging. Lastly, a
dynamic 3D imaging system based optical see-through augmented reality display with
enhanced depth range of a 3D augmented image is presented to reduce the accommodationconvergence mismatch problem.
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Part I

Three-Dimensional Imaging and Dynamic ThreeDimensional Optical Display

1

________________________________________________
Chapter 1
Overview of Three-dimensional Integral Imaging
Technologies

1.1 Introduction
There have been significant technological advancements in sensors, devices, materials,
algorithms, and computational hardware. Therefore, sensing and visualization capabilities
applied to real world objects have improved extensively. In recent decades, threedimensional (3D) imaging technology has received interest from many research groups.
Instead of conventional two-dimensional (2D) sensing techniques, which record the
intensity of the scene, passive 3D imaging also includes depth and directional information.
Many techniques for 3D imaging have been proposed, such as holography and
interferometry [1][2], two-view based stereoscopy [3][4], and multi-view techniques for
autostereoscopic 3D imaging [5][6], to cite a few.
Integral imaging [7] is an autostereoscopic 3D sensing and imaging technique, which
provides true 3D images with full parallax and quasi-continuous viewing angles [8]. In
addition, integral imaging can work well for long range objects [9]. In contrast, some other
3D sensing techniques, such as the time-of-flight camera [10] or structured light techniques
[11][12], may not work well for long range objects. Integral imaging is a promising
2

technique that has been used in various fields, such as 3D sensing [13], 3D displays [14][17], holographic display [18], 3D imaging of objects in turbid water [19], 3D tracking
[20] and 3D target detection and recognition [21][22], photon counting 3D sensing and
visualization [23]-[25], 3D microscopy [26]-[31] and endoscopy for micro scale 3D
imaging and display [32][33], head tracking 3D display [34], 3D augmented reality [35][38], to cite a few. In this chapter, we will overview the principle of 3D integral imaging
technology, the corresponding procedures for 3D information acquisition and visualization
and the main characteristics of this 3D imaging technology. The organization of this Thesis
will be explained in the end of this chapter.

1.2 Principle of 3D Integral Imaging
The original concept of integral imaging was proposed by Lippmann in 1908 [7], and
called integral photography. The principle of this technique is to record a 3D scene from
multiple perspectives by using a lenslet array and a 2D recording medium, such as film
[39]-[41], since optoelectronic image sensors were not available at the time. Thanks to the
rapid technological improvement in optoelectronic sensors, materials and devices, such as
CCD and CMOS cameras, LC display screens, and the commercialization of computers,
integral imaging has been revived in the recent decades [42]-[46]. There are two procedures
in a typical integral imaging system for 3D information acquisition and visualization,
known as the pickup and reconstruction stages, respectively. In this section, 3D integral
imaging acquisition and visualization will be discussed, and the main characteristics of
integral imaging technology will be presented as well.
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In an integral imaging system, there are two separate procedures for acquisition and
visualization of 3D objects which are referred to as sensing and reconstruction stages,
respectively. In the sensing stage, it obtains 3D scene information by recording traditional
2D images from multiple perspectives. Multiple 2D images (known as elemental images)
can be captured by using a single image sensor with a lenslet array or an array of image
sensors. Then, the reconstruction can be achieved optically or computationally. In the
optical reconstruction, a lenslet array is placed in front of a display device with the stored
elemental images. 3D images are generated in 3D space by simulating the reverse process
of the sensing stage. In the computational reconstruction, with the known sensor positions,
a 3D scene can be computationally reconstructed in volume, represented by plane-by-plane
images, based on the back-projection technique.

1.2.1 Pickup Stage of Integral Imaging
Figure 1.2.1(a) shows the characteristics of the integral imaging pickup stage. A lenslet
array is placed in front of a 2D image sensor. Light scattered by the 3D scene surface passes
through each lenslet, and is then recorded by the sensor. Compared to the single lens
imaging system, integral imaging obtains multiple 2D elemental images of the 3D scene
corresponding to each lenslet with different perspectives. Moreover, the image sensor,
known as an elemental image array, captures both intensity and directional information of
the light rays emitted by the scene.
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A. Lenslet Based Pickup Stage

Fig. 1.2.1. Principle of integral imaging. (a) Pickup stage, and (b) reconstruction stage. Each object
point in the pickup stage goes to a different pixel position in the 2D sensor. During the 3D
reconstruction, those contributions make it possible for 3D visualization of the object.

The resolution of the captured elemental images may be limited by the configuration
of the lenslet array and the pixel size of the sensor. The moving array lenslet technique was
proposed in [47] to improve the resolution of the elemental images. There are many
computational super resolution methods, but the moving array lenslet technique naturally
increases the number of samples of the optical field which is available to improve the
spatial sampling. By moving the lenslet array in the integral imaging pickup stage, the
upper resolution limitation given by the Nyquist sampling theorem can be overcome. The
parallax barriers (the dashed lines in Fig. 1.2.1) are needed on the image forming side of
5

the lenslet array. Each of the captured elemental images corresponds to a specific lenslet,
and should only record the light information passing through it. If an elemental image
records the light from the adjacent lenslet, the crosstalk phenomenon will happen on the
elemental image and the 3D display quality may be substantially degraded [48].

B. Synthetic Aperture Integral Imaging Pickup Stage

Elemental images with high resolution, large field of view and extended depth-of-field
can be achieved by using the synthetic aperture integral imaging technique [49] with the
configuration of an array of imaging sensors or a moving image sensor array (an image
sensor with a lens translated on a 2D plane). A CCD or CMOS sensor records the scene
with high resolution images. Furthermore, since the image sensor lens parameters (e.g.
focal length and aperture, etc.) are controllable, synthetic aperture integral imaging
provides flexibility for specific 3D sensing requirements, which makes it more practical
than the lenslet based integral imaging pickup technique. Synthetic aperture integral
imaging (SAII) may be implemented using a single camera on a moving platform or a
camera array. Fig. 1.2.2 (a) shows an example of a synthetic aperture integral imaging
pickup stage by using a camera array. The period between adjacent image sensors, the
number of sensors on the horizontal and vertical directions, and the sensor parameters can
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be adjusted in contrast to the conventional lenslet array. Synthetic aperture integral imaging
allows the integral imaging pickup stage to increase the parallax of the captured images.

C. Axially Distributed Sensing and Flexible Sensing

Fig. 1.2.2. (a) An example of synthetic aperture integral imaging (SAII) with a camera array in
the pickup stage of integral imaging. A single camera on a moving platform may implement
synthetic aperture integral imaging. (b) An example of a different passive 3D imaging known as
the axially distributed sensing (ADS) method, with a camera moving along its optical axis. Si are
the index of the camera positions and EIi are the corresponding captured elemental images.
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Recently, 3D sensing techniques based on synthetic aperture integral imaging were
modified for the case that the image sensor may not be distributed in a planar and regular
grid configuration. A multi-perspective 3D imaging architecture named as the axially
distributed sensing (ADS) method is presented in [50]. For the 3D sensing process, various
perspectives of the scene are acquired by either moving the sensor along a common optical
axis or the object of interest is translated parallel to the optical axis. This method can be
used for 3D information computational extraction and reconstruction, since its acquisition
capability is not uniform over the field of view. To simplify the configuration, elemental
images based on the axially distributed sensing method are obtained by translating a single
camera longitudinally along its optical axis as shown in Fig. 1.2.2 (b).
In [51], a new integral imaging methodology for randomly distributed sensors was
proposed assuming no rotation amongst the sensors; however, they may be at different x-,
y- and z-coordinates relative to a reference camera position. Similar arrangements can be
implemented with ADS.

1.2.2 Reconstruction Stage of Integral Imaging
A. Lenslet Based Optical Display

Figure 1.2.1(b) depicts the concept of the integral imaging optical reconstruction stage.
By displaying the acquired elemental images on a display device (LCD), light from the
display device retraces through the lenslets and projects the elemental images onto the focal
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plane of the lenslet array. The overlap between all the projected elemental images
converges in the 3D space to form a real 3D image. Since the observer’s perspective is
opposite to the lenslet array, the convex and concave portions of the 3D image appear
reversed for viewers as a pseudoscopic 3D image.
In order to convert a pseudoscopic (depth inverted) 3D image to an orthoscopic
(correct depth) 3D image, one solution is to rotate each elemental image by 180°along its
center. The 3D image will form behind the lenslet as a virtual image [52]. A more general
digital method named smart pseudoscopic-to-orthoscopic conversion is presented in
[53][54]. As shown in Fig. 1.2.3, smart pseudoscopic-to-orthoscopic conversion first
performs a simulated display for the captured elemental images on a specific reference
plane, then a new set of elemental images is generated by synthetic capture through a virtual
pinhole array. Smart pseudoscopic-to-orthoscopic conversion allows for pseudoscopic to
orthoscopic transformation of the 3D image capable of adjusting the display parameters,
which makes it a robust approach with various applications [55][56] .
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Fig. 1.2.3. Concept of the smart pseudoscopic-to-orthoscopic conversion method.

B. Computational Volumetric Reconstruction

Three-dimensional integral imaging visualization can be accomplished by
computational volumetric reconstruction [57][58][59]. Since reconstruction is the inverse
process of the pickup stage, volume pixels can be reconstructed at arbitrary distances from
the display plane by computationally simulating optical reconstruction based on ray optics.
As illustrated in Fig. 1.2.4, the captured 2D elemental images are inversely mapped using
a computationally synthesized virtual pinhole array and superimposed into the object space.
For a specific reconstruction plane (z), the computationally reconstructed image R(x, y; z)
can be expressed as:
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(1.2.1)

where M, N are the number of elemental images in the x and y coordinates, EIi, j is the
intensity of the elemental image in the ith column and jth row, (cxi,j , cyi,j) represents the
position of the i jth image sensor, and rz = z / g is the magnification factor. The 3D image
is represented by a collection of all the reconstructed planes within the depth range (Zrange).
Note that for the computational reconstruction, we have not considered the effects of
diffraction. If we do so, it will deteriorate the reconstruction. For optical reconstruction,
the pinhole array would deteriorate the reconstruction due to diffraction effects.
In certain 3D pickup geometries, the accurate sensor position and rotation may be
difficult to measure if the sensors are on a moving or flexible surface, or if they are
randomly distributed [60]. A camera pose estimation algorithm to estimate a camera’s
position without rotation was combined with an integral imaging reconstruction method in
[61][62]. By using two known sensors’ positions and rotations, the position and rotation of
the rest of the sensors can be estimated using the two view geometry theory and the camera
projective model. The estimation method can be used to improve the quality of the 3D
reconstruction if measurement errors exist.
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Fig. 1.2.4. Computational volumetric reconstruction of integral imaging.

C. 3D Profilometric Reconstruction

Three-dimensional information can be visualized as a 3D profile of the scene. In [1],
a method is proposed to estimate the depth information of a scene using a minimum
variance (Min-Var) criterion. Considering a spectral radiation pattern function in the 3D
scene and relating it to various perspective elemental images, the depth of a convex surface
under Lambertian illumination can be statistically inferred. Let us consider that the
radiation intensity propagation in direction (, ϕ) and with wavelength, 𝜆, is represented
by the spectral radiation pattern function, defined as L (, ϕ, 𝜆), which corresponds to a
certain point (x, y; z) in the 3D space. Suppose that a set of elemental images are captured
within an M × N planar grid. The variance of the spectral radiation pattern function is:
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D( x, y; z ) =

1 3 M N 
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(1.2.2)

where L is the mean value of the spectral radiation pattern function over all of the
directions (perspectives), and w represents the color channel of the digital elemental images.
The variance along the depth range (Zrange) of the 3D scene will reach a minimum
value when the point is located on an object surface. Depth information can be computed
by searching the minimum variance of D(x, y) throughout Zrange:
zˆ( x, y) = arg min D( x, y; z ) ,

(1.2.3)

zZ range

Combining the depth information and the 2D elemental images, a 3D profile of the
scene can be reconstructed.

1.3 Main Characteristics of 3D Integral Imaging Display
1.3.1 Display Modes of Integral Imaging
There are two types of display modes for integral imaging: the resolution priority
integral imaging and the depth priority integral imaging [63] as shown in Fig. 1.3.1. For
the resolution priority integral imaging [see Fig. 1.3.1(a)-(b)], the gap (g) is larger than the
focal length (f) of the lenslet array. The 3D image formed by the resolution priority integral
imaging has a higher lateral resolution compared with the depth priority integral imaging,
but with a faster degradation in the longitudinal direction, that is, a lower depth of focus.
Related works have been conducted to improve the depth of focus of the resolution priority
integral imaging [64][65][66]. For the depth priority integral imaging [see Fig. 1.3.1(c)13

(d)], the gap (g) between elemental image and lenslet array is equal to the focal length (f)
of the lenslets to maximize the depth of focus at the expense of lateral resolution. Each
elemental image is imaged through the lenslets to form a parallel beam in the image field,
thus having a maximum lateral resolution equal to the lenslet aperture size.

Fig. 1.3.1. Two display modes for integral imaging optical display. (a)-(b) Resolution priority
integral imaging. (c)-(d) Depth priority integral imaging [63]. LIP: lenslet image plane, IIP: integral
image plane.

1.3.2 Depth of Focus and Spatial Resolution
A. Resolution Priority Integral Imaging

For resolution priority integral imaging, the distance between the lenslet array and the
display panel is larger than the focal length of the lenslet (g>f), [see Fig. 1.3.1(a)-(b)].
Based on the Gaussian lens law, the lenslet image plane (LIP) from the lenslet array is
around 𝑔𝑓/(𝑔 − 𝑓). The maximum resolution R, which is defined as lines/millimeter, of
an integral imaging display system at the lenslet image plane is R = d / 2 L [63], where λ
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is the wavelength of the light and d is the size of the lenslet. The resolution priority integral
imaging display mode has a relatively short depth of focus because the spot size of the 3D
image increases quickly with the increase of the distance between the integral image plane
(IIP) and the lenslet image plane (LIP) [see Fig. 1.3.1(b)]. Based on the Rayleigh limit, the
depth of focus of resolution priority integral image is D = 4 L2 / d 2 [63].
B. Depth Priority Integral Imaging

For depth priority integral imaging, the distance between the lenslet array and the
display panel is equal to the focal length of the lenslet (g=f), [see Fig. 1.3.1(c)-(d)]. The
rays delayed from the lenslet are in parallel. The size of image point integrated in the
integral image plane (IIP) is around the size of the lenslet (d). The maximum resolution R,
which is defined as lines/millimeter will be 𝑅 = 1/𝑑. The maximum depth limit of 3D
image is 𝐷 = 𝑑2 /2𝜆, where λ is the wavelength of the light.

1.3.3 Viewing Angle
For the conventional integral imaging optical display system, the viewing angle is
based on the parameters of the 3D display system, and it is limited to the field of view of
each lenslet. As shown in Fig. 1.3.2, an observer is able to view high quality 3D image
within the viewing zone. The viewing angle of the system is [67]:
 p
1 = 2arctan   ,
 2g 
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(1.3.1)

where p is the pitch of the lenslet, g is the distance between the elemental images and their
corresponding lenslets. If an observer’s viewing position is out of the field of view for the
integral imaging display system, the observed 3D image may be integrated by each
elemental image but relayed by the corresponding adjacent lenslet, and the crosstalk
phenomenon will happen with appearance of flipped 3D image. To avoid the crosstalk, the
size of each elemental image is identical to the pitch of the lenslet. In addition, it is possible
to solve the display crosstalk problem by placing parallax barriers between the display
panel and the lenslet array.

Fig. 1.3.2. Viewing angle of integral imaging optical display.

To improve the viewing angle of an integral imaging display system, we can consider
adjusting the system parameters, such as increase the pitch of the lenslet, or reduce the
focal length of the lenslet. In Chapter 3, we will present a novel head tracking 3D integral
imaging display to improve the viewing angle by using the smart pseudoscopic-toorthoscopic conversion (SPOC) method.
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1.3.4 Viewing Quality
In integral imaging, aliasing due to the lenslet arrays will cause the multifacet
phenomenon. This phenomenon degrades the viewing quality of the reconstructed 3-D
images [43][47][68][69][70]. In the pickup stage, the light reflected from the 3-D object is
recorded and sampled by an image sensor with the lenslet array. The captured images are
called the elemental images. According to the Whittaker-Shannon sampling theorem, the
Nyquist frequency, in cycles per radian, is [47]:
f nyq =

L
2p

,

(1.3.2)

where p is the pitch of the lenslet, and L is the distance between the observer and the lenslet
array. The under sampling due to the lenslet array will cause the multifacet structure in the
reconstructed 3-D image and thus reduce the viewing quality. At the same time, the
observers will see different portions of the reconstructed 3-D image through different
lenslets, as illustrated in Fig. 1.3.3(a). The field of view (FOV) for the observers is
composed by a series of the elemental field of views (EFOVS), which may overlap causing
the reconstructed 3D images to be divided into multiple facets [43][70].
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Fig. 1.3.3. (a) The illustration of the multifacet phenomenon of integral imaging system [70]. EFOVS
are the elemental field of views. (b) The principle of the moving array lenslet technique [47].

To eliminate the multifacet effect and enhance the viewing quality, the moving array
lenslet technique has been applied to an integral imaging display by moving the lenslet
array mechanically or electrically [47][68][69]. In the pickup stage, the lenslet array is
moved with a sub-pitch distance in a plane perpendicular to the optical axis and captures a
set of elemental images. The relation between the pixel shift of elemental images and the
shift of the lenslet array is illustrated in Fig. 1.3.3(b). The pixel shift Δp is:
Dx =

Dp
× z » Dp ,
g+z

(1.3.3)

where Δx is the shifting distance of the lenslet array, g is the distance from the lenslet array
to the image plane, and z is the distance from the object to the lenslet array. In the display
stage, the lenslet array should move with an appropriate speed and synchronize with the
corresponding elemental images. The series of elemental images are optically
reconstructed within the visual persistence time of human eyes, thus the multifacet
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structure will be eliminated because the reconstructed 3D images will be integrated in the
observer’s brain.

1.4 Organization of Thesis
This thesis is organized as follows. The first part from Chapter 2 and Chapter 3
introduces the novel techniques in integral imaging based 3D dynamic display. 3D imaging
systems and 3D information processing approaches and applications are discussed in the
second part from Chapter 4 to Chapter 6. The 3D Imaging with augmented reality (AR) is
discussed in the last part of this thesis. In Chapter 1, an overview of 3D imaging
technologies and systems are presented, and the 3D integral imaging sensing and display
are introduced in detail. In Chapter 2, a 3D micro integral imaging display system with
extended depth of focus by using a polarized bifocal liquid crystal lens is presented. In
Chapter 3, we present a novel head tracking three-dimensional (3D) integral imaging
display. By means of proper application of the smart pseudoscopic-to-orthoscopic
conversion (SPOC) method, the proposed 3D display allows an extended viewing angle
accommodated to the viewer’s position which is obtained by a head/eye tracking system.
In Chapter 4, we describe the integral imaging based Multidimensional Optical Sensing
and Imaging Systems (MOSIS). This system utilizes many degrees of freedom based on
integral imaging to record and reconstruct the multidimensionally integrated scene. In
Chapter 5, we present a method for 3D profilometric reconstruction using flexible sensing
integral imaging with object recognition and automatic occlusion removal. In Chapter 6,
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we present spatial-temporal human gesture recognition in degraded environment including
low light levels and occlusions using passive sensing 3D integral imaging system and 3D
correlation filters. In Chapter 7, a 3D integral imaging display for augmented reality is
presented for eye fatigue AR display. In Chapter 8, we present an augmented reality based
approach for 3D optical visualization and object recognition using axially distributed
sensing (ADS). In Chapter 9, a 3D dynamic integral imaging system based optical seethrough augmented reality display with enhanced depth range of a 3D augmented image is
developed.
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________________________________________________
Chapter 2
Extended Depth-of-focus Three-Dimensional Micro
Integral Imaging Display using a Bifocal Liquid Crystal
Lens
In this chapter, we present a three-dimensional (3D) micro integral imaging display
system with extended depth of focus by using a polarized bifocal liquid crystal lens. This
lens and other optical components are combined as the relay optical element. The focal
length of the relay optical element can be controlled to project an elemental image array in
multiple positions with various lenslet image planes, by applying different voltages to the
liquid crystal lens. The depth of focus of the presented system can therefore be extended.
The feasibility of our presented system is experimentally demonstrated. In our experiments,
the depth of focus of the display system is extended from 3.82 mm to 109.43 mm.

2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present a 3D micro integral imaging display system with an
extended depth of focus (DOF) by implementing a liquid crystal (LC) lens with electrically
switchable lens power. LC lenses based on changing the spatial distribution of the effective
refractive indices have advantages over liquid lenses because they are more compact, have
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no reflection from the liquid-liquid interface, and can easily apply an antireflection layer
coating. LC lens has been realized in many applications [71][72][73][74][75], such as
imaging for cell phones and pico projectors. We report a micro integral imaging display
system with a large aperture LC lens (~10 mm).

2.2 Operating Principle of the Micro Integral Imaging Display with
Liquid Crystal Lens

Fig. 2.2.1. Principle of micro integral imaging display using polarized bifocal LC lens. (a) Voltage
off, and (b) voltage on states.
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The operating principle of micro integral imaging display system using a polarized
bifocal LC lens [76] is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.1. The system consists of a display panel, a
solid lens, a polarizer, a microlens array, and a LC lens.
The LC lens is composed of a twisted nematic (TN) LC cell, a polarization dependent
liquid crystal and polymer composite (LCPC) layer, and a plano-convex glass lens. The
combination of a solid lens, a polarizer, and a LC lens can be regarded as a relay optical
element for the relayed elemental image array (EIA) imaging process. The EIA is first
projected by the display panel. After passing through the relay optical element, images on
the display panel are relayed into a relayed EIA imaging plane. Then the EIA is integrated
by the microlens array into a 3D image with a specific DOF. The DOF can be expressed
as [63]:
DOF =

4    z2
,
p2

(2.2.1)

where  is wavelength, z is the distance between the lenslet image plane (LIP) and the
microlens array, and p is the pitch of the microlens array. The position of the LIP can be
calculated according to the lens law:
z = g  f (g − f ) ,

(2.2.2)

where f is the focal length of the microlens, and g is the gap between the relayed EIA
imaging plane and the microlens array. By creating the relayed EIA imaging plane in
different spatial positions, the corresponding LIP in different spatial depths can be
generated. This indicates that, by tuning the lens power of the relay optical element, the
gap (g) can be changed. The difference of the gaps [∆g = g(V1)−g(V2)] is equal to the
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distance of two relayed EIA imaging planes [∆d = dp(V1)−dp(V2)]. The lens power of the
relay optical element Psys can be calculated by Gullstrand Equation [77]:
Psys (V ) = PL + PLC (V ) − PL  PLC (V )

d sys
ng

,

(2.2.3)

where PL is the lens power of the solid lens, PLC is the power of the LC lens, dsys is the
distance between the second principal plane of the solid lens and the first principal plane
of the LC lens (which is about the width of three layers of the glass substrates), and ng is
the refractive index of the glass. As shown in Fig. 2.2.2(a), by using the general optical
equations, the position of the relayed EIA imaging plane is:
d p (V ) = u(V ) + H1 H 2 + v(V ),

(2.2.4)

where u(V) is distance between the display panel and the first principle plane (H1) of the
relay optical element, v(V) is the image distance between the second principle plane (H2)
of the relay optical element and the relayed EIA imaging plane, and H1H2 is the distance
between the first principle plane and the second principle plane of the relay optical element.
The configuration and operating principle of the bifocal LC lens is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.2
(b). The LC lens provides two different powers, and the state of power is depended on the
polarization of light incidents to the LCPC layer. The LCPC remains nearly homogeneous
because the inclination angle of the curvature surface is smaller than 2.5 degree. For
fabrication, the process of the LCPC lens is based on molding technology [76]. The flat
glass substrate and a plano-convex glass lens were coated with mechanically buffered
polyimide layers as alignment layers. Without the applied voltage, the linearly polarized
light in the x direction is converted to linearly polarized light in the y direction, because of
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the twisted configuration of nematic LC. In this state, the polarized light experiences the
refractive index of the LCPC layer (no) which is close to the refractive index of the glass
(ng). Hence the power of the LC lens is zero. When the applied voltage is much greater
than the threshold voltage, the LC molecules are reoriented along the z-axis. The polarized
light in the x direction remains the same because the light propagates along the optical axis
of the LC molecules. In this state, the polarized light experiences the refractive index of
the LCPC layer (ne) to be larger than no and ng. The LC lens acts like a negative lens with
a power of (no−ne)/R’, where R’ is the radius of the plano-convex lens. Thus, the position
of the relayed EIA imaging plane can be controlled with polarized bifocal switching. The
LC lens has a residual power. The position of relayed imaging plane shifts which results in a
mismatch between the relayed image and the microlens array because of the different
magnifications of relayed images. Thus, the cross talk effect in reconstructed integral images is
induced.
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Fig. 2.2.2. Illustration of (a) the relay optical element, and (b) the operating principle of the polarized
depend bifocal LC lens. The white arrow in the polarizer is the transmissive axis.

As shown in Fig. 2.2.2(a), the position of the relayed EIA imaging plane needs to be
calculated without approximation. By using geometrical optics involving principal planes,
the image distance (v) of the relay optical element can be calculated [77]. According to Eq.
2.2.4, by tuning the position of the relayed EIA imaging plane (dp), the position of the LIP
and the corresponding DOF of the 3D image can be controlled.
Specifications of the modules of the micro integral imaging display are shown in Table 2.3.1.
The ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices of the LCPC layer in the relay optical element
are 1.518 and 1.66, respectively.
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2.3 Experimental Results
To verify the performance of the relay optical element, a line pair of spatial resolution
is displayed on the display panel. The relayed image is projected behind the relay optical
element. We use a diffuser to capture the relayed image. The contrast ratio of the relayed
image is calculated by measuring the spatial resolution at different spatial depths. The
position of the relayed imaging plane is defined as the position with the maximum contrast
ratio.

Fig. 2.3.1. (a) Contrast ratio as a function of diffuser position. (b) The experimental position of
relayed imaging plane (dp) and the image resizing ratio (R) with the bifocal LC lens as a function of
the lens power. The red line and the dotted line stand for theoretical predictions in (b).

Fig. 2.3.1(a) shows the measurement of the position of the relayed imaging plane (dp).
To avoid the mismatch between the size of the relayed elemental images and the pitch of
the microlens, the EIA image needs to be adjusted by a resizing ratio (R). Fig. 2.3.1(b)
shows dp and R as a function of the lens power. When the applied voltage is 0 Vrms, the
power of the bifocal LC lens is 0 mm-1. The maximum contrast ratio is measured at 126
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mm when the theoretical dp is 124.98 mm. When the applied voltage of 10 Vrms is much
larger than the threshold voltage, the power of the LC lens is -0.0011 mm-1. The maximum
contrast ratio is measured at 129 mm when the theoretical dp is 128.16 mm. These
measurements indicate that the distance between the two relayed imaging planes is 3 mm,
whereas the theoretical dp is calculated as 3.18 mm. The resizing ratio is the inverse of the
longitudinal magnification of the relayed image：
R=

1 u(V )
=
,
M v(V )

(2.3.1)

By testing the matching condition with a series of EIAs with different resizing ratios,
the experimental resizing ratios are obtained as 1.12 at 0 Vrms and 1.19 at 10 Vrms. The
theoretical resizing ratios are 1.14 and 1.21.
To demonstrate the feasibility of the presented system, a simulated 3D scene is
computationally generated by software (3dsMax), and the EIA is generated by synthetic
aperture integral imaging. The 3D scene, illustrated in Fig. 2.3.2(a), consists of characters
“3” and “D”, located at z = 12.7 mm and z = 67.0 mm from the virtual microlens array for
computational pickup process. The distance between the two objects is 54.3 mm. The focal
length of the virtual microlens array is identical to the actual microlens array of 5.1 mm.
Thus the objects “3” and “D” can be captured in focus by the virtual microlens array when
the gap between the imaging sensor and the microlens is 8.52 mm and 5.52 mm. The gap
difference (∆g) is 3 mm, which matches the performance of the relay optical element. In
Fig. 2.3.2(b), the EIA contains 25 (H) × 27 (V) elemental images and the resolution of
each elemental image is 38 (H) × 38 (V) pixels.
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Fig. 2.3.2. (a) Pickup process of micro integral imaging using 3dsMax. (b) Synthetically generated
elemental image array.

Integral imaging with computational and optical reconstruction results based on
conventional resolution priority integral imaging is shown in Fig. 2.3.3. The reconstruction
is the inverse of the pickup process of integral imaging. Therefore, when the EIA is
projected at 8.52 mm from the microlens array, the LIP is located at 12.7 mm from the
microlens array. In this condition, the number “3” is displayed in focus, the letter “D” is
far away from the LIP and is out of focus, as shown in Fig. 2.3.3 (a)-(b). When the the EIA
is projected at 5.52 mm from the microlens array, the LIP is 67.0 mm from the microlens
array. In this condition, the character “D” is in focus, but “3” is blurred, as shown in Fig.
2.3.3 (c)-(d).
For the conventional resolution priority integral imaging, only one LIP can be
generated with a fixed gap. In our system, with two applied voltages, two LIPs are
generated. According to Eqs. 2.2.1-2.2.2, the LIPs and the corresponding DOFs are
calculated. Furthermore, the depth range of the DOF can be described as the area within
the nearest and farthest edges of the DOF from the microlens array, and it is centered at the
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LIP [63]. Table 2.3.2 illustrates the specification of the LIPs and the corresponding DOFs
with two applied voltages. The DOFs have an overlap of 0.78 mm. The results show that
the total DOF of the system can be enlarged to 109.43 mm with a continuous depth range
by tuning the lens power of the relay optical element electrically, and properly designing
the parameters of the relay optical element.

Fig. 2.3.3. (a) Computational reconstruction, and (b) optical reconstruction of resolution priority
integral imaging for g = 8.52 mm. (c) Computational reconstruction, and (d) optical reconstruction
of resolution priority integral imaging for g = 5.52 mm.
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Table 2.3.1. Specifications of the modules of the micro integral imaging display system
Modules

Specifications

Projector (Epson 8350)

Resolution : 1920 × 1080 pixels, pixel size : 8.01 μm, wavelength : 532.8 nm
(1) Polarizer
(2) Solid lens : f = 30 mm, thickness : 5.3 mm

Relay optical element

(3) Twisted Nematic (TN cell) : nematic LC (MLC2144) thickness 8 um, glass
substrate thickness 0.7 mm, ng = 1.518
(4) LCPC layer: nematic LC (MLC2144), reactive mesogen (RM257),
photoinitiaor (IRG-184) with a ratio of 20:79:1 wt.%, aperture size : 10 mm
(5) Plano-convex glass lens : BK7, radius (R’) : 129.5 mm

Table 2.3.2. Specifications of LIP and the corresponding DoF
g (mm)

LIP (mm)

DOF (mm)

Depth Range (mm)

0 Vrms

8.52

12.7

3.82

10.79 ~ 14.61

10 Vrms

5.52

67.0

106.39

13.83 ~ 120.22

DOF/Depth range

-

-

109.43

10.79 ~ 120.22

To obtain a 3D image with an enlarged depth of focus dynamically, the 3D scene can
be separated into two depth regions corresponding to our system design. With the depth
calculation method, we are able to extract the pixel information in each depth region and
generate two sub elemental image arrays as shown in Fig. 2.3.4 (a)-(c). Each sub-elemental
image array records object information within one specific depth region. By switching the
applied voltage and the elemental image array displayed on the display panel
synchronously, 3D images are optically reconstructed in different depth regions as shown
in Figs. 2.3.4 (b)-(d). The minimum frame rate of human vision is 16 fps. The minimum
switching time between the two frames of the sub-elemental image array depends on the
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response time of the LC lens. It is blew 62.5 ms of the driving and relaxation time for the
TN cell, and the response time can be shortened by using overdrive method. To
demonstrate the concept of the dynamic property in our integral imaging system, we
manually control the applied voltage with the time multiplex implementation. Thus, the 3D
image in our system can be displayed dynamically with an enlarged DOF of 109.43 mm
(10.79 mm-120.22 mm) as shown in Fig. 2.3.4 (e).

Fig. 2.3.4. (a) Elemental image array, g = 8.5 mm; (b) Optical reconstruction, g = 8.5 mm; (c)
Elemental image array, g = 5.5 mm; (d) Optical reconstruction, g = 5.5 mm; and (e) Dynamic micro
integral imaging display with time multiplex technique.

2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented a 3D micro integral imaging display with an extended
DOF by implementing a polarized bifocal LC lens. Two lenslet imaging planes can be
generated at different positions for the resolution priority integral imaging display mode
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by applying two voltages on the LC lens in the relay optical element. The total DOF can
be enlarged with a continuous depth range. Experimental results verify the feasibility of
the presented system. With the enhancement of the driving and relaxation time (which is
about 53.4 ms in total) of the LC lens, dynamic integral imaging with an extended DOF
can be achieved. The presented system may have applications for head-mounted 3D
displays [78].
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________________________________________________
Chapter 3
Head Tracking Three-dimensional Integral Imaging
Display using Smart Pseudoscopic-to-orthoscopic
Conversion
In this chapter, we present a novel head tracking three-dimensional (3D) integral
imaging display. By means of proper application of the smart pseudoscopic-to-orthoscopic
conversion (SPOC) method, our display allows an extended viewing angle accommodated
to the viewer’s position which is obtained by a head/eye tracking system. Using the SPOC,
new sets of elemental images are calculated, and adapted to any specific viewing position.
Additionally, the crosstalk which is typical in conventional integral imaging, is eliminated
for a large viewing angle. By performing the rotation transformation in the simulated
display, viewing a 3D scene with head rotation can be realized for robust display.
Experimental results verify the feasibility of our proposed method.

3.1 Introduction
The viewing angle or field of view of a conventional integral imaging display mainly
depends on the f-number of the lenslet and the distance between the lenslet and the display
screen. If an observer views the 3D image with a viewing angle that exceeds the field of
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view of the display, the quality of the 3D image will be degraded. Many works have been
done to analyze and solve this problem [79][80][81][82].
In this chapter, we presented a novel head tracking 3D integral imaging display for
extended viewing angle and 3D scene rotation by utilizing the pseudoscopic-to-orthoscopic
conversion (SPOC). The SPOC method [53][54][55][56] was proposed for the 3D image
transformation from pseudoscopic to orthoscopic format with full control over the display
parameters. With this method, we are able to computationally generate a new set of
elemental images from the real captured elemental images for head tracking 3D display.
Instead of using computer software to only generate virtual 3D scenes, the proposed
method can be used for real time head tracking integral imaging [14][48][83] for both real
and virtual 3D scenes.
For the SPOC in integral imaging, the conventional real captured 3D scene is recorded
by a set of 2D images, which are referred to as the captured elemental images. The captured
elemental images will first be virtually reconstructed in the 3D space. Considering the
parameters of the display system, a virtual pinhole array will be set for capturing the
virtually reconstructed image. A new set of elemental images for head tracking 3D display
corresponding to the specific viewing position will be generated. The head tracking 3D
display can eliminate the crosstalk problem for the observation with a large viewing angle.
This allows for an improvement of the viewing angle without any additional optical
equipment. In addition, by utilizing the image transformation in the proposed method, the
visualization of rotated 3D scene can be computationally calculated corresponding to the
rotation degree of the observer’s head. Experimental results show the feasibility of our
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proposed method. We believe that the 3D display with head tracking has a wide range of
applications for head mounted display, augmented reality, etc [35].
This chapter first derives the viewing angle of a conventional integral imaging display
and head tracking integral imaging with a specific viewing position. Then the proposed
method is explained to generate a new set of elemental images for head tracking 3D display,
along with the details of the 3D display experimental results. Conclusions are given in the
end of this chapter.

3.2 Viewing Angle of Integral Imaging Display
As discussed in section 1.3.3, the viewing angle of a conventional integral imaging
display system is based on the parameters of the 3D display system. As shown in Fig.
3.2.1(a), an observer is able to view high quality 3D image within the viewing zone. The
viewing angle of the system is:
 p
1 = 2arctan   ,
 2g 

(3.2.1)

where p is the pitch of the lenslet, g is the distance between the elemental images and their
corresponding lenslets. To avoid the crosstalk, the size of each elemental image (pei) is
identical to the pitch of the lenslet (p).
However, if the observer watches the 3D image with a large viewing angle, such as at
the viewing position of V1 in Fig. 3.2.1(a), the viewing angle will exceed the field of view
of the system. In this case, pixels from the adjacent elemental images will pass through the
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lenslet and integrate in the 3D space as a 3D image. Due to the crosstalk, the 3D display
quality may be degraded substantially because of the flipped 3D images.

Fig. 3.2.1. The viewing angle of an integral imaging display. (a) For the conventional integral
imaging. (b) For the head tracking integral imaging with a specific viewing position. p is the pitch of
the lenslet, pei and phead are the elemental image size of conventional and head tracking display,
respectively. θ1 and θ2 are the viewing angle of conventional and head tracking integral imaging,
respectively.

To provide high quality 3D display with a large viewing angle, we utilize the head
tracking technology for integral imaging display [84]. With an image sensor and head/eye
tracking software, the viewing parameters in the 3D space can be obtained. A new set of
elemental images corresponding to the detected viewing position needs to be generated for
head tracking 3D display. As shown in Fig. 3.2.1 (b), the original coordinate is set to the
top left of the lenslet array. By fully utilizing the lenslets, the viewing angle of head
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tracking integral imaging with the specific viewing position Vhead(x, 0, z), can be expressed
as:
 2 = AOB = arctan

4 gpz 2 + 4 g 2 npz
,
4 g 2 z 2 − p 2 z 2 − 2np 2 gz − 4npg 2 x + 4 g 2 x 2

(3.2.2)

where, p is the pitch of the lenslet, n is the number of the lenslets in the x axis, (x, 0, z) is
the coordinate of the viewing position and g is the distance between the elemental image
and the lenslet. A and B are the first and last pixel on the elemental image plane,
respectively. O is the point intersection between the lines for the edges of the field of view.
The size (mm) and resolution (pixel) of each elemental image for the head tracking 3D
display are denoted as phead and rhead, respectively, which can be expressed as:
 g
phead = p 1 +  ,
z


rhead =

phead p (1 + g / z )
=
,
s pixel
s pixel

(3.2.3)

(3.2.4)

where spixel is the pixel size (mm / pixel).
Comparing with the elemental image size (pei) for conventional integral imaging
discussed before, the size of each head tracking elemental image (phead) has an additional
part of p × g / z, which also depends on the observation distance (z) and the parameter of
the display system (g). By correct pixel mapping, the newly generated elemental images
can be integrated into 3D images for the specific viewing position without crosstalk to
avoid the flipped images. For a virtual 3D scene, computer software can generate new
elemental images corresponding to any specific viewing angle [81]. However, for a
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practical real 3D scene, it is not possible to pre-capture various sets of elemental image
arrays with different perspectives. We propose the head tracking synthetic capture method
to generate elemental images for 3D integral imaging with specific viewing position.

3.3 Head Tracking Integral Imaging Display using Smart Pseudoscopicto-Orthoscopic Conversion Method
Figure 3.3.1 illustrates the principle of the proposed method to generate new set of
elemental images for head tracking 3D display. The original coordinate is set to the top left
of the virtual pinhole array. The proposed method includes four general stages: (1) real
capture, (2) simulated display, (3) viewing position detection and (4) head tracking
synthetic capture. A set of 2D images, referred to as captured elemental images, are first
captured by the conventional integral imaging pickup system. A lenslet array or camera
array can be used for the real capture. The captured elemental images are the input to the
proposed method and the optical axes in the real capture are parallel with each other.
Secondly, the captured elemental images will be computationally reconstructed in the
virtual 3D space. A reference plane (RP) is selected at the distance d1 from the lenslet array
corresponding to the depth of the 3D scene for simulated display. The simulated display is
the computational reconstruction of integral imaging, so that the reference plane can be
regarded as the reconstruction plane. The pixel intensity on the reference plane can be
calculated by the computational reconstruction process [85]:
RP( x, y, d1 ) =

1 M N ij 
1 ij
1 ij 
EI  x +
S x , y+
Sy ,

MN i =1 j =1
M0 
 M0
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(3.3,1)

where (x, y) is the pixel index on the reference plane, M and N are the number of the lenslet
in the x and y axes, M0 = d1 / g1 is the magnification factor, (Sxij, Syij ) is the position of the
i,j-th lenslet.

Fig. 3.3.1. Generation of synthetic elemental images for head tracking integral imaging display.

The detection of the viewing position can be obtained by a commercial head/eye
detection system, which contains an image sensor and feature detection software. For the
head tracking synthetic capture stage, a new set of elemental images, called synthetic
elemental images, is generated corresponding to the detected viewing position. A virtual
pinhole array is set in the 3D space for the synthetic capture. As the capture and display of
integral imaging is a pair of inverse processes, the parameters of the virtual pinhole array
should be identical to the display system to match the format of 3D display [56][86]. The
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distance (d2) between the reference plane and the virtual pinhole array depends on the depth
range of the display system. The distance (g2) between the virtual pinholes and the synthetic
elemental images depends on the focal length of the lenslet array in the 3D display. Also,
the pitch (p2) of the virtual pinhole is identical to the pitch of the lenslet used for the 3D
display. The size and resolution of the synthetic elemental images can be calculated by Eqs.
3.2.3 and 3.2.4, based on the parameters of the viewing position and the display system.
To further explain the synthetic capture, we first calculate the region for each of the
synthetic elemental images. For simplification, two-dimensional (x-z axes) case is taken
into consideration. The original position is set on the top of the virtual pinhole array as (0,
0, 0), as shown in Fig. 3.3.1. An image sensor is used for detecting the viewing position.
Let us assume that the detected viewing position is at V1(x, 0, z) and a total of K virtual
pinholes are set in the 3D space. The coordinate of the first pixel for each synthetic
elemental image (SEI) is:
 x − (i − 1)  p2 
SEIi1 = (i − 1)  p2 − g 2  
,
z



(3.3,2)

where i is the index of virtual pinholes, p2 is the pitch of the virtual pinhole, and g2 is the
distance between the virtual pinhole and the synthetic elemental image.
Once the positions of the first pixels (SEIi1) for each synthetic elemental image are
obtained, the synthetic elemental image plane can be classified into K groups
corresponding to the K pinholes. The last step for the synthetic capture is the pixel mapping
between the synthetic elemental image (SEI) plane and the reference plane. Based on the
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pinhole model, the pixel coordinate (xjRP) on the reference plane corresponding to the jth
pixel on the SEI plane can be described as:

x RP
j


 j 
p2  
1
( j  phead ) − SEI1 −  
  p2 +    d 2
2  

  rhead 
=
g2

 j 
p 
+
p + 2 ,
 r  2 2 
  head 


where j is the pixel index on the synthetic elemental image plane,

.

(3.3.3)

is the floor operation

for the index of the synthetic elemental images, SEI11 is the coordinate of the first pixel on
the synthetic elemental image plane which can be obtained by Eq. 3.3.2. phead and rhead can
be calculated by Eqs. 3.2.3 and 3.2.4. We are able to obtain the pixel coordinate for the y
axis (yjRP) in the same way. Combining Eqs. 3.3.1 - 3.3.3, the pixel mapping between the
real captured elemental images and the synthetic elemental images are realized. Thus, the
new set of elemental images for head tracking integral imaging is generated.
In some cases, the viewing position (x, y, z, α) may also have a rotation degree of α.
To display 3D images corresponding to observer’s head movement, it is necessary to
discuss the integral imaging with 3D scene rotation for accommodating viewing the 3D
scene. As the real captured elemental images contain multiple perspectives to the 3D scene,
it is impossible to display rotated 3D scenes by rotation of the elemental image directly.
With SPOC method, it is possible to solve the problem and realize the 3D scene rotation
for head tracking 3D display. As shown in Fig. 3.3.1, once the head rotation degree is
obtained, we can implement the rotation transformation on the simulated display stage. The
inverse transformation to the image rotation is:
cos( ) − sin( )   x '   x 
sin( ) cos( )   y ' =  y  ,
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(3.3.4)

where α is the rotation degree of the viewing point, which can be detected by a head/eye
tracking system, (x, y) is the original pixel coordinate on the reference plane, and (x’, y’) is
the new pixel coordinate after 3D scene rotation. We can combine Eqs. 3.3.1 and 3.3.4 to
achieve the pixel mapping between the real captured elemental images and the reference
plane with 3D scene rotation. The new set of elemental images with 3D rotation can be
generated by the synthetic captured stage as discussed before.

Fig. 3.3.2. Generation of synthetic elemental images with 3D scene rotation.

3.4 Head Tracking 3D Integral Imaging Experimental Display Results
To show the feasibility of our proposed methods, conventional and head tracking
integral imaging experiments using SPOC were implemented. A smart phone (HTC-One)
and lenslet array were used as a 3D display system. A digital camera (Canon 5D) was used
as an observer and placed at different viewing positions. A head tracking device TrackIR
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5.2TM includes an LED track clip and a head tracking sensor was used in the experiments.
The position of the LED track clip was affiliated with the camera, and the sensor was
located on the display plane to obtain the viewing position.
A 3D scene was generated by software (3dsMax), and the captured elemental images
were obtained by the synthetic aperture integral imaging technique [49]. The 3D scene
consists of characters “3” and “D”, which are located at 40 mm and 60 mm from the lenslet
array, respectively. A total of 7 (H) × 7 (V) elemental images were obtained, and the
distance (g1) between the captured elemental images and the lenslet array was 6.01mm.
The reference plane was set in the center of the 3D scene (d1 = 50mm) for the simulated
display.
The resolution of the display screen (HTC-One) is 1920 (H) × 1080 (V) pixels with
the pixel size of ~ 54 μm. The pitch of the lenslet is 1 mm, and the distance (g2) between
the lenslet array and the display screen is 3.3 mm. A set of 104 (H) × 58 (V) synthetic
elemental images was generated. The resolution of each elemental image is 18 (H) × 18
(V) pixels. The parameters for the synthetic capture are based on the 3D display system.
We set the distance (d2) between the reference plane and the virtual pinhole array as 20
mm. As a result, the 3D image can be displayed around 20mm from the lenslet array.
Figure 3.4.1 illustrates the experimental setup. The specifications of the real capture
and synthetic capture for the head tracking experiments are shown in Table 3.4.1.
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Fig. 3.4.1. The experimental set up for the head tracking 3D display.

Table 3.4.1. Specifications of the real capture and synthetic capture for the experiments
Specifications

Real capture

Synthetic capture

g (mm)

6.03 (g1)

3.30 (g2)

d (mm)

50 (d1)

20 (d2)

Elemental images (EI)

7 (H) × 7 (V)

104 (H) × 58(V)

Size of EI (mm)

5×5

1×1

Resolution of EI (pixel)

2000 × 2000

18 × 18

Table 3.4.2. Specifications of the head tracking experiments with different viewing positions.
‘In’ indicates that the reconstruction is within the field of view
Observation

Integral Imaging

Viewing

Viewing

Conventional

position (mm)

angle

(±8.6°)

P1

P1(−80, 0, 500)

−9.1°

Distorted

In

P2 ( 0, 0, 500)

0

In

P3 (80, 0, 500)

9.1°

Distorted
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Head tracking
P2

P3

In
In

The center of the display screen is set as the viewing center for calculating the viewing
angle. The viewing angle for the conventional integral imaging display in our experiments
is 17.2° (± 8.6°). If an observer views the 3D image with an even larger viewing angle, the
display results will be degraded with flipped 3D images due to the crosstalk. Figure 3.4.2
(a) illustrates the head tracking experiments with different viewing positions.
In the experiments, the camera was first placed at three different viewing positions
corresponding to the left perspective P1 (−80, 0, 500), center perspective P2 (0, 0, 500) and
right perspective P3 (80, 0, 500), in front of the 3D display. The specifications are illustrated
in Table. 3.4.2. The viewing positions P1 and P3 have a viewing angle of (±) 9.1° which are
out of the acceptable viewing angle for the conventional integral imaging. The observed
3D images are flipped because of the crosstalk, as shown in Fig. 3.4.2 (b), (i) and (iii),
respectively. By using the proposed method, two new sets of elemental images are
generated for the observer at P1 and P3, respectively. The display results are improved
without image flipping, as shown in Fig. 3.4.2 (c), (i) and (iii) for the viewing positions of
P1 and P3, respectively. When the observer watches the 3D display from the center position,
P2, which is in the acceptable viewing angle of the conventional integral imaging, both of
the conventional and head tracking sets of elemental images provide high quality of 3D
reconstruction, as shown in (ii) of Fig. 3.4.2 (b) and Fig. 3.4.2 (c), respectively. Comparing
the display results from the three different perspectives (left, center and right) in Fig. 3.4.2
(c) (i)-(iii), the relative position between the two objects ‘3’ and ‘D’ indicates that the
original 3D directional information can be retained with the proposed method for head
tracking integral imaging display.
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Figure 3.4.3 presents the one-dimensional intensity profiles along the yellow lines in
Fig. 3.4.2 (b) and (c) for comparison between the display results of the conventional and
head tracking integral imaging. The blue dashed lines represent the intensity of the
conventional 3D display, corresponding to Fig. 3.4.2 (b). The pink lines represent the
intensity of the head tracking 3D display, corresponding to Fig. 3.4.2 (c). The comparison
also shows that the head tracking 3D display quality has been improved for the large
viewing angle from left and right perspectives in Fig. 3.4.3 (a) and Fig. 3.4.3 (c). If the
viewing angle is within the acceptable field of view of the 3D display, both the
conventional and head tracking integral imaging are able to provide high quality display
results, as shown in Fig. 3.4.3 (b).
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Fig. 3.4.2. (a) 3D display with different viewing positions (left view P 1, center view P2 and right view
P3). Display results with (b) conventional integral imaging, and (c) head tracking integral imaging.
Observed display results from (i) left view, (ii) center view and (iii) right view. The original
coordinate is set to the top center of the lenslet array.

Fig. 3.4.3. 1-D intensity profiles along the yellow lines in Fig. 3.4.2 (b) and Fig. 3.4.2 (c) to illustrate
the comparison between the display results of the conventional and head tracking integral imaging.
(a) Left view, (b) center view, and (c) right view.
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Integral imaging is able to display 3D images with full parallax, and observers can
accurately see the 3D scene from different perspectives. There may be cases such as mobile
device displays or augmented reality displays when providing a rotated reconstructed
image may be beneficial for the viewer. Another group of experiments was conducted for
the case of a viewer with rotated head. The camera and the LED track clip were rotated
with multiple degrees. Three groups of synthetic elemental images and the corresponding
display results are shown in Fig. 3.4.4 (a) and (b) for the head tracking 3D display with
head rotation of 0°, 30° and 90°, respectively. The enlarged elemental images in Fig. 3.4.4
(a), shows that with the image transformation in the simulated display, new set of elemental
images with virtually rotated 3D information can be obtained.
Note that the proposed method is performed using computational pixel mapping
between the captured elemental images and the synthetic elemental images. The algorithm
does not require heavy computational calculations. The latency of the display system
depends on the resolution of the display screen. In our experiments, the latency for the
process of simulated display and synthetic capture is 12.5 seconds using Matlab which is
not intended to be computationally efficient software. We used an Inter(R) i7 (CPU, 3.30
GHz) processor for our experiment. The latency of the system can be substantially
improved by optimizing our code for real time implementation and by using GPU [87] or
parallel processing for real time head tracking 3D display.
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Fig. 3.4.4. Experimental results for viewer head rotation. (a) Generated synthetic elemental images
and (b) the 3D display results with rotation degrees of (i) 0°, (ii) 30° and (iii) 90°.

3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, a head tracking 3D integral imaging display for an extended viewing
angle and 3D scene rotation is presented by implementing the smart pseudoscopic-toorthoscopic conversion. A new set of elemental images corresponding to a specific viewing
position can be generated by applying pixel mapping in the simulated display and synthetic
capture stages. The crosstalk can be eliminated for a large viewing angle with the proposed
system. By performing the rotation transformation in the simulated display, 3D scene
displays can be achieved for rotated viewer head. Experimental results verify the feasibility
of the proposed system.
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Part II

Three-Dimensional Imaging System and ThreeDimensional Information Processing
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________________________________________________
Chapter 4
Multidimensional Optical Sensing and Imaging Systems
(MOSIS) 2.0
Multidimensional optical imaging systems for information processing and
visualization technologies have numerous applications in fields such as manufacturing,
medical sciences, entertainment, robotics, surveillance, and defense. This chapter describes
the integral imaging based Multidimensional Optical Sensing and Imaging Systems
(MOSIS). This system utilizes many degrees of freedom such as time and space
multiplexing, depth information, polarimetric, temporal, and multispectral information
based on integral imaging to record and reconstruct the multidimensionally integrated
scene. Image fusion may be used to integrate the multidimensional images obtained by
polarimetric sensors, multispectral cameras, and various multiplexing techniques. The
multidimensional images contain substantially more information compared with twodimensional (2D) images or conventional three-dimensional (3D) images. In this chapter,
the recent progress of integral imaging based Multidimensional Optical Sensing and
Imaging Systems (MOSIS) 2.0 is presented. MOSIS 2.0 is an improvement of the original
concept of MOSIS [88], for object recognition, material inspection, integrated 3D
visualization, etc., which can significantly improve image understanding.
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4.1 Introduction
MOSIS 2.0 is the successor to MOSIS [88]. The degrees of freedom of MOSIS 2.0
include visible and IR bands, including near infrared (NIR) spectral bands, state of
polarization of light reflected from object surface, and depth and directional information
of the scene. MOSIS 2.0 uses synthetic aperture integral imaging for 3D sensing of a
complex scene which may include objects with heavy occlusion. Computationally
reconstructed images provide in focus information of the objects on the respective depth
planes with mitigated occlusion. 3D object recognition can be performed on the
reconstructed scene. In the experiments, we have used histogram of oriented gradients
(HOG) [89] for feature extraction and a support vector machine (SVM) [90][91][92] as a
classifier. In MOSIS 2.0 with polarimetric imaging, the degree of polarization of the light
reflected from the 3D scene is calculated using the Stokes Parameters. Depth and degree
of polarization information are integrated during 3D reconstruction. The polarimetric
characteristic of the reflected light from the object’s surface are used for material inspection.
By implementing the segmentation algorithm within the multispectral bands, materials
with specific spectral properties are extracted. Multidimensionally integrated visualization
reveals more information of the scene for improved image understanding and information
analysis. Figure 4.1.1 illustrates the diagram of the proposed MOSIS 2.0.
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Fig. 4.1.1. Diagram of the proposed Multidimensional Optical Sensing and Imaging Systems
(MOSIS) 2.0.

4.2 Multidimensional Optical Sensing and Imaging Systems 2.0:
Visualization, Target Recognition and Material Inspection
4.2.1 Multidimensional Optical Sensing with MOSIS 2.0
In MOSIS 2.0, we have implemented multidimensional image sensing with synthetic
aperture integral imaging. Compared with the lenslet based pickup, synthetic aperture
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integral imaging captures a 3D scene with a camera array or a moving camera. Therefore,
the viewing resolution and field of view of the system can be improved. The acquisition
structure and parameters are flexible as well. Multispectral sensing can be done using a
CMOS or CCD camera with specific filters. To consider the visible spectrum only, a near
infrared (NIR) cutoff filter needs to be fixed in front of the sensor. To capture the NIR
spectrum image, a color spectral cutoff filter is used to block the visible band. Likewise, a
variety of IR bands may be used.

4.2.2 3D Object Recognition with MOSIS 2.0
The depth estimation method shown in [93] can be used to create a depth map related
to a particular sensor perspective. By using integral imaging computational reconstruction
[57][58], occlusion in front of the target can be mitigated in the 3D reconstructed images.
Applying the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) [89], the reconstructed image is
used for 3D object recognition. The pixel gradient vector in a 3D image is extracted as:

z 2
z 2
 f = ( I x ) + ( I y )
,

 = arctan ( I yz I xz )


(4.2.1)

where I xz and I yz are the pixel gradients along the x and y directions of the 3D image
reconstructed at depth of z. The oriented gradients vectors and histogram are computed to
quantize and compress the feature descriptor.
The extracted HOG features are then fed into a Support Vector Machine (SVM) for
classification between true class (target of interest) and false class (others) by finding an
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optimized separating hyper plane. The hyper plane can be expressed by a discriminant
function g(x) = wT

x +b .

The best classification result should have a maximum margin, so

that the hyper plane boundary width can be maximized. The optimization problem is:
1
2
w ,
2
s.t. yi (w T x i + b)  1, i=1,2....N
min

(4.2.2)

where w is a coefficients vector, b is a constant, xi are the training vectors, yi are the labels
of the corresponding data points and N is the number of data points of the training set. For
the case that noisy data points exist, slack variables are added to allow for misclassification
[90]. To solve the non-linearly separable problem, the original space can be transformed
into a higher dimensional feature space to make the feature set separable. With such
nonlinear mapping, the discriminant function becomes g(x) = wT  (x) + b , and Eq. 4.2.2 is
modified as:

min
w, b ,

1
w
2

2

N

+ C  i ,

(4.2.3)

i =1

s.t. yi ( w  (x i ) + b )  1 − i
T

where ξi are positive slack variables, ϕ(.) is the nonlinear mapping of xi to a higher
dimensional space, and C is a penalty parameter to control over-fitting.
The decision function for a training vector xj is a sign function:
sign

(

N
i =1

)

yi ai K (x i , x j ) + b ,

where ai are the Lagrange multipliers found by optimization.
kernel function.
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(4.2.4)
K (x i , x j )   (x i )T  (x j ) is

the

The 3D reconstructed images are used for 3D object recognition. The occlusion is
mitigated in the 3D reconstructed images, which is why the 3D object recognition process
is effective. If we apply the object recognition process to the 2D elemental images directly,
the features of the objects cannot be extracted because of the occlusion, and the SVM does
not work either.

4.2.3 3D Material Inspection with MOSIS 2.0
We perform material inspection on the 3D reconstructed image with polarimetric
properties. If there is occlusion in front of an object, conventional computational
reconstruction introduced in Section II can visualize objects by mitigating the occlusion;
however, the pixel overlap and averaging process may degrade the polarization
characteristics of the light reflected from the object’s surface. To preserve this polarimetric
information, we combine the estimated depth information with the degree of polarization
property for 3D polarimetric reconstruction. The modified reconstruction approach is
expressed as:
RDoP ( x, y; z ) =

1
K

 i, j 
c iy, j
c xi , j
EI
x
+
,
y
+



DoP 
rz
rz
i =1 j =1 


M

N



i, j
   ( x , y ) ,



(4.2.5)

where M and N are the number of elemental images in the x and y directions, cxi,j, cyi,j are
the positions of the sensor in the x and y directions, respectively, and rz is the magnification
factor for the 3D reconstruction at depth position (z).
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i, j
EI DoP
(.) indicates

the degree of

polarization image calculated from the Stokes Parameters.  i , j ( x, y ) ∈ {0, 1} is a binary
variable defined as:


c iy, j
c xi , j
i, j
1
,
if
Dep
x
+
,
y
+



 i , j ( x, y ) = 
rz
rz


otherwise
 0 ,


 >THR
,


(4.2.6)

where Depi,j(.) is the depth map obtained for the (i, j)th elemental image from the visible
spectrum by using the depth estimation method [94]. A known reconstruction depth
threshold (THR) is introduced to separate the depth position between the occlusion and the
target for each 3D point. K is the total number of elemental images used in reconstruction
i.e. K =   i , j ( x, y ) .
i, j

We assume the occlusion is a convex and Lambertian surface. By setting the depth
threshold (THR), the degree of polarization components measured from the light reflected
by the occlusion can be removed for the 3D reconstruction. The reconstructed image
provides accurate polarization characteristics corresponding to the object surface. As the
majority of object surfaces can be classified based on their electrical properties (such as
metal and dielectric), and the polarization property varies for materials between the
metallic and non-metallic surfaces [95], 3D polarimetric imaging may be helpful for
material inspection and classification, industrial inspection and target segmentation, etc.
[96].
Besides the polarimetric characteristic, some materials can be identified from their
various spectral reflection signatures. By implementing the multispectral integral imaging
method, specific materials such as vegetation can be identified due to having a high NIR
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spectrum and a relatively low visible band reflectance. The k-means clustering algorithm
[97][98] is used in MOSIS 2.0 for target segmentation by minimization of the cluster sum
of Squared Euclidean distances. The minimization problem is:
k

min 
C

D

i =1 x j Ci

2

( x j , i ),

(4.2.7)

where k is the number of clusters (classes) , Ci represents the set of data points that belong
to the ith cluster, μi is the ith cluster centroid, and D2(xj, μi) is the Squared Euclidean distance
between xj and μi. Edge detection algorithms can be further applied to outline the detected
objects [99][100]. With MOSIS 2.0, 3D object recognition, including material properties
inspection, can be performed simultaneously. The multidimensionally integrated
visualization of a scene may reveal more information to improve imaging understanding
and information extraction.

4.3 Experimental Results for Multidimensional Optical Sensing and
Imaging Systems (MOSIS) 2.0
This section describes the experiments we have performed for the proposed MOSIS
2.0. A color board level camera (EO-2013BL) [101] was fixed on a translation stage for
multidimensional sensing with synthetic aperture integral imaging. The 3D scene includes:
(1) A pair of dice with similar size and color, but different materials placed at 370 mm
from the camera, (2) an occlusion set in front of the dice at 280 mm, (3) a background
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containing camouflage (plastic) foliage, and real (vegetation) foliage at 510 mm. Figure 24
illustrates the sensing system and the 3D scene used in the experiments.
Figure 4.3.1(a) shows the quantum efficiency of the CMOS camera. For multispectral
imaging, a NIR cutoff filter was first added to the sensor with a cutoff wavelength of 650
nm, so that only the visible spectral range can pass through and be recorded. To capture
the NIR band, the cutoff filter was replaced by a NIR-pass filter (Hoga R72) which blocks
the visible band. The transmission curve of this filter is shown in Fig. 4.3.1(b).

Fig. 4.3.1. (a) The quantum efficiency of the board level camera [101]. (b) The transmission curve
of the NIR-pass filter (Hoya R72) used for NIR imaging.

A classical polarization estimation method [102], was implemented to measure the
Stokes parameters in our experiments. The camera array for the synthetic aperture integral
imaging pickup process is implemented using a moving single camera and includes a total
of 36 (6 × 6) lateral positions, with a camera period of 5 mm. The resolution of each
elemental image is 1200 (H) × 1600 (V) pixels and the camera focal length is 8 mm.
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Figures 4.3.2 (a)-(d) illustrate the multidimensional elemental images corresponding to the
visible spectrum, NIR spectrum, measured Stokes parameters of the polarimetric
characteristics, and the depth, respectively. The multidimensional elemental images
provide different perspectives of the scene.

Fig. 4.3.2. MOSIS 2.0 for 3D object shape and material inspection experiments in the presence of
occlusion. Captured and computed multidimensional elemental images. The (a) visible spectrum and
(b) NIR spectrum. The (c) Degree of Polarization (DoP) computed by the Stokes parameters and (d)
depth map by the estimation method.

Figure 4.3.3(a) is the 3D reconstructed image at 370 mm, where the dice are in focus.
Compared with Fig. 4.3.2(a), the occlusion is significantly mitigated, and features related
to the object surface can be extracted for object recognition. In the experiments, 26 true
class (the surfaces of a die) and 48 false class (trees, other objects, background, etc.) images
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were used as the training data for the SVM model classification. The dice in the
reconstructed image can be recognized corresponding to the highest two estimation
probabilities from SVM. The red boxes visualized in Fig. 4.3.3(a) indicate the windows
corresponding to the recognized targets.
Suppose prior information is given in the sense that the pair of dice are made of
metallic and non-metallic materials. However, it is difficult to identify the material in the
visible wavelength range. With the reconstructed degree of polarization image, material
inspection can be performed. Figure 4.3.3(b) indicates the direct 3D reconstructed result of
the degree of polarization image at the target depth position (370 mm). The polarimetric
characteristic around the right corner of the surface is degraded due to occlusion. By using
the modified reconstruction approach, the degree of polarization components from the
occlusion are removed by combining the degree of polarization elemental images with
depth information. In Fig. 4.3.3(c), the reconstructed degree of polarization image provides
the accurate polarimetric characteristics on the target surface.
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Fig. 4.3.3. MOSIS 2.0 for 3D object shape and material inspection experiments in the presence of
occlusion. (a) 3D reconstructed images at the object planes of 370 mm with target recognition.
Degree of polarization reconstructed images at 370 mm (b) by the conventional reconstruction, and
(c) by the modified reconstruction method. Distribution of degree of polarization for the target
surface reflected lights. (d) Left die by the modified reconstruction in (c), and (e) right die by the
modified reconstruction in (c).

The degree of polarization histogram within the areas of the target surface is then
extracted. The distributions of the degree of polarization from the reflected lights of the
left and right detected die are shown in Figs. 4.3.3(d) and (e), respectively. An additional
peak is centered at the degree of polarization value around 0.26 in Fig. 4.3.3(e). The
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material discrimination between the targets can be performed by thresholding with degree
of polarization (DoP = 0.18). Results indicate the reflected light from the right target
surface has a higher degree of polarization components. As the dielectric surface partially
polarizes incident light upon specular reflection more strongly than the metal surface [103],
we can conclude that the right die is the plastic one and the left die has a metal surface.
K-means clustering was performed on the NIR reconstructed 3D images at 510 mm
for the segmentation between vegetation and plastics in the background. The outline of the
clusters was extracted by using the sobel edge [104] operator for both polarimetric and
multispectral visualization. Multidimensional visualization with 3D object recognition and
material inspection can be integrated for enhancing image understanding and information
extraction. In Fig. 4.3.4(a), the red boxes highlight the recognized objects at 370 mm, the
green outline sketches the surfaces with higher degree of polarization, indicating the
presence of a dielectric material surface. Figure 4.3.4(b) is the visualization result at 510
mm. The real foliage is pulled out from the plastic ones using the NIR information.

Fig. 4.3.4. MOSIS 2.0 for 3D object shape and material inspection experiments in the presence of
occlusion. Mutidimensionally integrated visualization results. (a) 3D reconstruction at 370 mm. (b)
3D reconstruction at 510 mm.
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4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented a literature overview of the passive integral imaging
based Multidimensional Optical Sensing and Imaging Systems (MOSIS) with applications
from macro to micro scale of objects. In addition, we have presented new results on using
MOSIS 2.0 for 3D object shape, material inspection and recognition such that objects with
similar shapes but different materials can be discriminated. Multidimensional information,
which may include time-space multiplexing, visible and infrared spectrum, polarization of
light, etc., can be measured, extracted, and visualized. Image processing algorithms are
needed for post processing, image fusion and multidimensional visualization. Obtaining
multidimensional information from the images and scenes increases the information
content to significantly improve information extracted from the scene and objects.
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________________________________________________
Chapter 5
Flexible Sensing Integral Imaging for Occlusion
Removal and Profilometric Reconstruction
In this chapter, we present a method for three-dimensional (3D) profilometric
reconstruction using flexible sensing integral imaging with object recognition and
automatic occlusion removal. Two-dimensional images, known as elemental images (EI),
of a scene containing an object behind occlusion are captured by flexible sensing integral
imaging using a moving camera randomly placed on a non-planar surface with unknown
camera position and orientation. After 3D image acquisition, the unknown camera poses
are estimated using the EIs and 3D reconstruction is performed based on flexible sensing
integral imaging. Object recognition using the 3D reconstructed images is conducted to
detect the object behind occlusion and estimate the object depth and position. Occlusion
removal is then performed on the 2D EIs for the occluded object by computing variance
maps of the scene. For each EI, occluded object pixels with low variance are replaced by
object pixels from other perspectives using multi-view geometry. The new set of elemental
images may be used to visualize the 3D profile of the scene containing the object without
occlusion. Experiments are performed to validate the feasibility of the proposed method.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of applying flexible sensing integral
imaging to profilometric reconstruction with object recognition and occlusion removal.
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5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a method is presented for three-dimensional (3D) profilometric
reconstruction using flexible sensing integral imaging and occlusion removal with
unknown camera position and orientation. With a non-planar distributed moving camera
sensor, the system is able to obtain information of the occluded object from multiple
perspectives. A 3D reconstruction is first performed for object recognition. Then pixels on
the elemental images are classified as either object or occlusion using the k-means
clustering on the corresponding variance map, which is obtained by the spectral radiation
pattern (SRP) function [93]. The occluded pixels of the object are recovered by referring
the 3D point from other perspective images based on the camera projection model. The last
stage is to update the depth map of the occluded object. The occlusion can be replaced by
the object information to improve the image quality and 3D profilometric visualization.
Compared with the previous works, this chapter is focused on image capture and 3D
reconstruction with flexible sensing integral imaging using non-planar distributed image
sensors with non-uniform camera pitch and rotations where the cameras can be in any
arbitrary unknown position and / or orientation. Moreover, we present applications of this
sensing approach to 3D profilometric reconstruction of the occluded object with camera
pose estimation, 3D object recognition, and automatic occlusion removal.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 details the proposed method for the
generation of elemental images with occlusion removal and 3D profilometric
reconstruction. Section 5.3 shows the experimental results. Conclusions are given in
Section 5.4.
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5.2 Three-Dimensional Profilometric Reconstruction with Occlusion
Removal
Occlusion removal methods have been studied by various groups to improve the quality
of 3D display. Synthetic aperture photography using an inexpensive camera array [57][105]
can collect rays that see through a partially occluded object. 3D visualization of the object
can then be performed. A method in [106] was presented for detecting and accumulating
the occlusion information by a Bayesian sensor formulation. Integral imaging for gesture
recognition under occlusion is discussed in [107]. In this section, we present a method to
automatically detect and remove the occlusion of a scene with flexible sensing integral
imaging. This method can mitigate the occlusion effect and improve the 3D reconstructed
image quality. Furthermore, the occlusion removal process makes it possible to estimate
the depth information of the occluded object surface, and it can be used for 3D
profilometric reconstruction.

5.2.1 3D Occluded Object Recognition
To remove the occlusion, 3D position of the object is required. We use the k-th order
nonlinear correlation for 3D object recognition with flexible sensing integral imaging. The
physical position and depth of the object can be determined with two iterations: (1) the
depth range in the 3D reconstruction, and (2) magnification factors of the 2D reference
image. The k-th order nonlinear correlation [108] is:



(

Corr ( I , R; m, z ) = F −1 F  I z   F  Rm   exp  j ( F  I z  − F  Rm ) 
k
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) ,

(5.2.1)

where Iz is the 3D image reconstructed at depth z, Rm is the 2D reference image with a
magnification factor (m), k is the nonlinear order (0-1), F[.], F-1{.} represent the Fourier
transform and inverse Fourier transform, respectively; and the phase is ∠F[.]. The object’s
3D position (𝑥̃, 𝑦̃; 𝑧̃ ) can be determined when C𝑜𝑟𝑟(𝐼, 𝑅; 𝑚, 𝑧) reaches the highest value
within the depth range Z and magnification factors M:
(𝑥̃, 𝑦̃; 𝑧̃ ) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 { max 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟(𝐼, 𝑅; 𝑚, 𝑧)}.
𝑧∈𝑍,𝑚∈𝑀

(5.2.2)

5.2.2 Generation of New Elemental Images with Occlusion Removal
Figure 5.2.1. illustrates an example of flexible sensing integral imaging with a moving
camera distributed on a non-planar surface. A 3D point P on the object surface is captured
by the jth perspective; however, the ith perspective records the occlusion (leaf) instead. The
pixels corresponding to the occlusion on one elemental image can be replaced by the object
information from other perspective images.
A depth estimation method was proposed in [93]. For flexible sensing integral imaging,
both the camera’s positions and rotations need to be considered. The modified algorithm
using both the cameras’ positions and rotations for a single RGB image is:
1

̅ 2
𝑉(𝑥, 𝑦; 𝑧) = ∑3𝑤=1 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1{𝐿𝑤 [(𝐸𝐼𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦), 𝑲𝑖 [𝑹|𝒕]𝑖 )] − 𝐿𝑤 } ,
3

(5.2.3)

where R and t are the camera’s orientation matrix and translation vector respectively; i and
N are the index and total number of the EIs respectively; K is the camera intrinsic matrix,
(𝑥, 𝑦; 𝑧) is the volumetric pixel (voxel) index in the 3D space, 𝑧𝜖[𝑧𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑧𝑚𝑎𝑥 ],w is the color
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channel red, green, or blue, L is the spectral radiation pattern (SRP) function [93] in the
object space to capture the radiation intensity from a perspective 2D image and 𝐿̅ is the
mean value of SRP over all the perspectives.

Fig. 5.2.1. Ray tracing diagram of occluded object with flexible sensing integral imaging and
occlusion removal. Occlusion on the ith perspective image (EIi) is replaced by the object information
extracted from other perspective images (EIj).

The variance reaches a minimum value when the voxel point is located on the object
surface. The depth information of the scene is generated as a depth map throughout the
depth range (Z):
𝑧̂ (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 min 𝑉(𝑥, 𝑦; 𝑧).
𝑧∈𝑍

(5.2.4)

A variance map is then generated for a given elemental image to present the minimum
variation of pixels, which corresponds to the object surface:
𝑉̂ (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑉(𝑥, 𝑦; 𝑧̂).
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(5.2.5)

Occluded object points may only be captured by limited perspectives because of the
occlusion. Since the pixel intensity varies between EIs, the corresponding statistical
variance value on the object point is higher than the front occlusion. To perform occlusion
removal, we take advantage of the variance map to classify the pixels between the
occlusion and object within the object area. The intensities on the variance map can be
classified as occlusion or object points using the k-means clustering algorithm [109]. Each
pixel intensity on a variance map is an observation, by predefining the clusters’ number,
the observations are clustered into k sets by minimizing the cluster sum of the Squared
Euclidean distance:
min ∑𝑘𝑖=1 ∑𝑜𝑗 𝜖𝑆𝑖 ||𝑜𝑗 − 𝜇𝑖 ||2 ,
𝑆

(5.2.6)

where 𝑆𝑖 is the ith the set, k is the number of the clusters, 𝑜𝑗 is one observation, and 𝜇𝑖 is the
ith cluster centroid. By setting k as 2, the points corresponding to the occluded object belong
to the set with the higher centroid value.
As shown in Fig. 5.2.1, for the ith perspective image (EIi), we search the identical
projected points on other images (EIj, j≠i). It should follow two conditions: (1) the 2D
point on EIi is classified as occlusion, which needs to be replaced; (2) the respective 2D
point on another perspective image is classified as the object point, which can be used for
occlusion removal. Figure 5.2.2. illustrates the diagram of the occlusion removal process.
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Fig. 5.2.2. Diagram for the proposed method to replace occlusion.

The replaced pixels are smoothed by averaging the object pixels from multiperspective elemental images. The algorithm to generate new elemental images with
occlusion removal is expressed as:
𝐸𝐼𝑖 (𝑥𝑝 , 𝑦𝑝 ),
𝐸𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 (𝑥𝑝 , 𝑦𝑝 ) = { 1
∑𝑗≠𝑖 𝐸𝐼𝑗 (𝑥𝑝 , 𝑦𝑝 ),
𝑁

𝑉̂𝑖 (𝑥𝑝 , 𝑦𝑝 )ϵ S𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡

̂𝑖 (𝑥𝑝 ,𝑦𝑝 )ϵS𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ,
𝑉
)
̂𝑗(𝑥𝑝 ,𝑦𝑝 )∈S𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝑉

(

(5.2.7)

where i and j (i ≠ j) are the indexes of specific perspectives, 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑤 is the new EI with
occlusion removal, N is the number of the images used for occlusion removal, and Socclusion,
Sobject represent the clusters. The corresponding 2D points (xp, yp) on EIi and EIj can be
identified by the two-view geometry using the estimated camera poses, (𝒑𝑖 )𝑇 𝑭𝒑𝑗 = 0,
where 𝒑𝑖 and 𝒑𝑗 are the corresponding 2D points on different perspective images. 𝑭 is the
fundamental matrix based on the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the two perspectives
[109].
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5.2.3 Profilometric Reconstruction with Updated Depth Map
In the newly generated elemental images, occlusion has been replaced by the objects
points. They can improve the quality of the 3D reconstruction. On the other hand, applying
the depth estimation, the depth information of the occluded object can be obtained in an
updated depth map 𝑧̂𝑅 , along with a new variance map 𝑉̂𝑅 . Post image processing can
improve the confidence of depth map.
The new elemental images used for depth estimation do not contain the occlusion, and
the higher values in the updated variance map mainly corresponds to the edge of the objects
because of the pixelization of digital image. The segmentation between the object of
interest and the background can be performed using edge detection methods [110] on the
variance map. For the updated depth map, a smoothing process can reduce noise on the
object surface [111]. The estimated depth information of the background is normally
distributed across depth range, we can set it with a unified value to enhance visualization
quality. By overlaying a 2D image on a 3D mesh obtained from the depth map, 3D profile
of the scene is achieved. Both the texture and depth map have the information of the object.
Figure 5.2.3. illustrates the flow chart of flexible sensing integral imaging 3D profilometric
reconstruction with occlusion removal.
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Fig. 5.2.3. Flow chart for flexible sensing integral imaging 3D profilometric reconstruction with 3D
object recognition and occlusion removal.

Note that the computational time depends on the number of EIs, the image resolution,
the depth range and depth resolution for the estimation. We may consider parallel
computational processing to speed up the computational time. The statistical depth
estimation method works accurately for the case that the scene with Lambertian surface
and convex shape. If the surface is concave or non-Lambertian, the estimation accuracy
may be decreased. If the dynamic range between occlusion and object are too narrow, the
depth estimation may not work well. We may take advantage of multi-modal and multi-
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dimensional imaging technologies such as multispectral or polarimetric imaging to extract
additional information of the scene.

5.3 Experimental Results of Flexible Sensing Integral Imaging
We performed real world experiments to show the proposed method with flexible
sensing integral imaging.

5.3.1 Flexible Sensing Integral Imaging System
A USB board camera was fixed on a translation stage. By programming the electric
motor of the stage, the camera was translated on a non-planar surface with 25 unique
perspectives for flexible sensing. The experiments first set two known cameras’ poses with
a distance of 40 mm in both the x and y directions, and their optical axes were parallel. The
other camera poses were estimated with the prior information and identical intrinsic
parameters. Figure 5.3.1(a) shows the estimated non-planar surface of the moving camera.
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Fig. 5.3.1 (a) Non-planar surface of the moving camera for flexible sensing integral imaging. 3D
scene: (b) a mini volleyball with a diameter of 101.6 mm used in the experiments, (c) multiple objects
with occlusion used in the experiments.

Two groups of scenes were designed. One group is a signed mini volleyball as a simple
scene shown in Fig. 5.3.1(b). Another scene includes objects with occlusion, as depicted
in Fig. 5.3.1(c). The scene includes: (1) a red van, (2) a tree as occlusion, (3) a road sign
and (4) a white truck behind the occlusion. The specifications of the experimental setup are
shown in Table 5.3.1.

Table 5.3.1 Specifications of the experimental setup for flexible sensing integral imaging

USB 2D camera

Flexible sensing

Focal length (mm)

8

Resolution (pixels)

1600 (H) × 1200 (V)

Sensor size (mm)

4.48 (H) × 3.36 (V)

# of elemental images

25

Two known sensors

C1[0,0,0; 0,0,0]

[R; t]/(degree; mm)

C2[0,0,0; 40,40,0]
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5.3.2 3D Profilometric Reconstruction

Fig. 5.3.2. 3D profilometric reconstruction of the mini volleyball in Fig. 5.3.1 (b). (a) The depth map,
and (b) the 3D profile with texture.

The estimated camera poses were utilized for the depth estimation and profilometric
reconstruction. Figure 5.3.2 shows the depth map and the 3D profile of the volleyball. The
proposed method was then used for the scene with occlusion. Figure 5.3.3(a) shows an
example of the captured elemental image, and a reconstructed 3D image in-focus on the
truck is illustrated in Fig. 5.3.3(b). The occlusion is mitigated in the 3D reconstructed
image. The 3D object recognition was performed by using a reference image with a
resolution of 314 × 144 pixels. The order of nonlinear correlation was set as k = 0.3. A
scaling factor was applied to the reference image from 0.4 to 2. The 3D object recognition
was implemented within the depth range of Z 𝜖 (460, 800) mm. The corresponding
nonlinear correlation peaks for the depth and location of the object are shown in Figs.
5.3.3(c) and (d), respectively. Note that, with a 2D elemental image, the object depth cannot
be obtained.
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Fig. 5.3.3. (a) A sample of the captured 2D images by flexible sensing shown in Fig. 5.3.1(c). (b) 3D
computational reconstruction at 650 mm focused on the truck. The 3D object recognition results in
(c)-(d). (c) The correlation peak along the z axis with various in-focus reconstruction distances, and
(d) the correlation peak in x-y directions at the plane of the truck (z = 650 mm).

5.3.3 3D Profilometric Reconstruction with Occlusion Removal
The captured elemental images with occlusion were first used to calculate the variance
map of the scene using Eqs. 5.2.3 – 5.2.5. As shown in Fig. 5.3.4(a), the surface of the
object has higher variance values. That is because on different perspective EIs, there is a
large change in the intensity of the 2D points corresponding to different 3D points (object
point or occlusion). K-means clustering was implemented in the detected occlusion area.
As shown in Fig. 5.3.4(b), the variance intensities in the occlusion area were classified into
two sets, pixels with index of 1 correspond to the occlusion class, and the object class pixels
own an index of 2. The pixels of the occlusion (index 1) have been replaced by the object
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points, as shown in Fig. 5.3.4 (c). Figure 5.3.4 (d) depicts the 3D image reconstructed at
650 mm with occlusion removal.

Fig. 5.3.4. (a) Variance map by using the elemental images with occlusion. (b) Pixel classification
using k-means clustering. (c) An example of the newly generated elemental image with occlusion
removal. (d) 3D computational reconstruction with occlusion removal at 650 mm.

To quantitatively analyze the improvement of the image quality, the Structure
Similarity (SSIM) index [112] was used to measure the similarity between the reference
image and the 2D / 3D images obtained in the experiments. SSIM was developed for image
quality assessment based on the degradation of the structure information, and it is better
matched to human visualization. The SSIM index is [112]:
𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑀(𝛼, 𝛽) =

(2𝜇𝛼 𝜇𝛽+𝐶1 )(2𝜎𝛼𝛽+𝐶2 )

,

2 +𝜇 2 +𝐶 )(𝜎 2 +𝜎 2 +𝐶 )
(𝜇𝛼
1
2
𝛼
𝛽
𝛽

(5.3.1)

where μα, μβ are the mean intensity of the nonnegative digital images 𝛼 and 𝛽, respectively.
σα, σβ and σαβ are the corresponding standard derivations and cross-covariance. C1 and C2
are nonzero constants. 𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑀(𝛼, 𝛽) ≤ 1 and reaches a maximum 1 only if α = β. The
comparison results between a reference object (white truck) image and the detected areas
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in (1) the 2D EI with occlusion [Fig. 5.3.3(a)], (2) direct 3D reconstruction [Fig. 5.3.3(b)],
(3) new EI with occlusion removal [Fig. 5.3.4(c)], and (4) 3D reconstructed image with
occlusion removal [Fig. 5.3.4(d)] are shown in Table 5.3.2. Regarding the occlusion as
noise, the results indicate that the proposed method can improve the image quality.

Table 5.3.2. Structure similarity index results on the detected object area
Without occlusion removal
Original EI
0.42

The proposed method

Reconstructed 3D image

New EI

0.58

0.62

Reconstructed 3D image
0.71

By implementing the depth estimation to the new set of EIs, the depth information of
object was obtained in the updated variance map 𝑉̂𝑅 and depth map 𝑧̂𝑅 as shown in Fig.
5.3.5. 𝑉̂𝑅 can be used for edge detection, object segmentation with background, and surface
denoising to improve the depth map and 3D visualization.

Fig. 5.3.5. Updated depth estimation results using the new EIs obtained by flexible sensing integral
imaging with occlusion removal. (a) Variance map, 𝑉̂𝑅 and (b) depth map, 𝑧̂𝑅 .
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Fig. 5.3.6. 3D profilometric reconstruction of the objects surface points for the scene with occlusion
obtained by flexible sensing integral imaging. (a) Without occlusion removal, and (b) with the
proposed method.

Figure 5.3.6 illustrates the 3D profilometric reconstruction results of the second scene
using flexible sensing integral imaging. In Fig. 5.3.6 (a), the original EIs were directly used
for the depth estimation and reconstruction. The information of the white truck is lost
because of the occlusion. By implementing the proposed method, a 2D EI with occlusion
removal was used as the texture map and it is overlaid with the updated depth map [Fig.
5.3.5(b)] for profilometric reconstruction, as shown in Fig. 5.3.6(b). The occluded object’s
surface is recovered in the 3D profile. Compared with the 3D profile obtained by the
original EIs and depth map without occlusion removal, the visualization quality of the 3D
profilometric reconstruction is improved by the proposed method.
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5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, flexible sensing integral imaging captures a 3D scene using non-planar
distributed cameras with non-uniform camera pitch and varying rotations. Moreover, the
cameras or camera array can be in an arbitrary unknown position and / or orientation. We
focus on the configuration of flexible sensing integral imaging and present applications of
this approach for 3D profilometric reconstruction with automatic occlusion removal,
including 3D object recognition and camera pose estimation.
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_______________________________________________
Chapter 6
Spatial-Temporal Human Gesture Recognition under
Degraded Conditions using Three-Dimensional Integral
Imaging
In this chapter, we present spatial-temporal human gesture recognition in degraded
conditions including low light levels and occlusions using passive sensing threedimensional (3D) integral imaging (InIm) system and 3D correlation filters. The 4D (lateral,
longitudinal, and temporal) reconstructed data is processed using a variety of algorithms
including linear and non-linear distortion-invariant filters; and compared with previously
reported space-time interest points (STIP) feature detector, 3D histogram of oriented
gradients (3D HOG) feature descriptor, with a standard bag-of-features support vector
machine (SVM) framework, etc. The gesture recognition results with different
classification algorithms are compared using a variety of performance metrics such as
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves, Area Under the Curve (AUC), SNR, the
Probability of Classification Errors, and Confusion Matrix. Integral imaging video
sequences of human gestures are captured under degraded conditions such as low light
illumination and in the presence of partial occlusions. A four-dimensional (4D)
reconstructed video sequence is computed that provides lateral and depth information of a
scene over time i.e. (x, y, z, t). The total-variation denoising algorithm is applied to the
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signal to further reduce noise and preserve data in the video frames. We show that the 4D
signal consists of decreased scene noise, partial occlusion removal, and improved SNR due
to the computational InIm and/or denoising algorithms. Finally, gesture recognition is
processed with classification algorithms, such as distortion-invariant correlation filters; and
STIP, 3D HOG with SVM, which are applied to the reconstructed 4D gesture signal to
classify the human gesture. Experiments are conducted using a synthetic aperture InIm
system in ambient light. Our experiments indicate that the proposed approach is promising
in detection of human gestures in degraded conditions such as low illumination conditions
with partial occlusion. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report on spatialtemporal human gesture recognition in degraded conditions using passive sensing 4D
integral imaging with nonlinear correlation filters.

6.1 Introduction
Human gesture is one of the elemental actions for human activities, movements, and
non-verbal communications [113][114]. In particular, vision-based gesture detection and
recognition has a wide range of applications in human computer interaction, security,
surveillance, robotics, medicine, education, etc. [115][116][117][118]. By capturing
human actions through means such as cameras, magnetic field trackers or instrumented
gloves, a receiver can recognize and classify the activities using mathematical or
computational models [119][120]. When tracking gestures based on a video sequence,
correlation approaches have been investigated as these techniques do not require prior
object detection and segmentation. Due to these properties, researchers have been
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increasingly studying the use of correlation filters for human gesture detection and
recognition [121][122][123][124].
Human gesture recognition is still a challenging topic in computer science and vision
communities. One problem is that features from the gesture and action under degraded
environments may not be fully recorded in the sensing process. For example, the gesture
may be partially occluded in a complex scene or there may be poor illumination conditions
resulting in degraded image quality. As a result, gesture recognition or detection in
degraded conditions is more difficult. Researchers have introduced promising imaging
approaches and state-of-the-art algorithms to solve human activity recognition problems
[125][126]. Among various advanced imaging technologies, the three-dimensional (3D)
integral imaging technology is a promising imaging technique, and it has been proposed
for gesture recognition [107][127]. By capturing the unique perspectives, a 3D (x, y, z)
image can be reconstructed that provides both lateral and depth information. Moreover, the
3D image removes occlusion in front of the object of interest and reduces additive noise
present in the scene.
In this chapter, we present an integral imaging system based spatial-temporal
correlation method to recognize human gesture actions under degraded conditions
conditions. The degraded conditions may include occlusion and obscurations as well as
low light level in the scene. The system is tested with a variety of classification algorithms
such as linear and non-linear distortion-invariant filters; space-time interest points (STIP)
feature detector [128] and 3D histogram of oriented gradients (3D HOG) feature descriptor
[129][130] with a standard bag-of-features support vector machine (SVM) classification
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framework [131], etc. The results with different classification algorithms are compared
using a variety of performance metrics. The classification approaches are trained using 3D
volume (x, y, t) data for the reconstructed range or longitudinal depth of interest with a
series of video image sequences. Test data is acquired using integral imaging passive
sensing and computational reconstruction to increase signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by
removing partial occlusion and decreasing noise in the degraded conditions. The total
variation (TV) denoising algorithm [132] is then used to reduce noise and preserve edges.
The four-dimensional (4D) volume (x, y, t; z) for a fixed reconstruction distance z is then
processed for gesture recognition. For the correlation approach, the input data is correlated
with the synthesized 3D filter template in the frequency domain. Classification can be
performed on the correlation output to detect peaks corresponding to the spatial-temporal
location of the gesture. Our optical experiments show that the proposed 4D spatialtemporal integral imaging with nonlinear correlation algorithms is promising in gesture
recognition under poor illumination conditions with partial occlusion.
This chapter is organized as follows: the detailed procedures of the linear and nonlinear distortion-invariant correlation approach are explained in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3,
we describe the experimental results for human gesture recognition under degraded
environmental conditions using the proposed method and compare the nonlinear
correlation approach with previously proposed standard bag-of-features SVM approach.
Conclusions are given in Section 6.4.
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6.2 Linear and Non-Linear Distortion-Invariant Correlation Filters
In this section, we describe the 3D linear and nonlinear distortion-invariant correlation
process for spatial-temporal human gesture recognition. The process mainly includes three
stages: (1) training the correlation filter, (2) 3D correlation in the frequency domain, and
(3) output classification and gesture recognition.

6.2.1 Optimum Linear Distortion-Invariant Correlation Filter
As we shall show by experiments in section 6.3, linear correlation was not successful
in gesture recognition tests in degraded conditions. An optimum linear distortion-invariant
filter for detecting a distorted target with input noise has been presented in [133]. The input
noise can be classified into two categories: (a) overlapping additive noise, and (b)
nonoverlapping background noise. The linear distortion-invariant filter is designed by
maximizing the output peak-to-output-energy (POE) ratio. In the proposed method, we
expand the optimum linear correlation filter into three dimensions for both the spatial and
temporal information, which will be used in an integral imaging system for gesture
recognition. At the training stage, a series of video data, denoted as 𝑟𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) , of
continuous human gesture actions over time is used to train the filter, where x and y
represent the spatial coordinates, t indicates the temporal index of the frames and i𝜖[1, 2,…,
N] is the number of training videos. Within the 3D volume, a set of corresponding window
functions 𝑤𝑟𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) is defined for the segmentation between the target and background.
The value of the window function is unity in the target area and zero elsewhere. The non87

overlapping background noise, denoted as 𝑛𝑏 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)[𝑤0 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) − 𝑤𝑟𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)] , is
located outside of the target window 𝑤𝑟𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡), where 𝑤0 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) is a window function
with a unity value in the 3D volume data and zero anywhere else. The overlapping additive
noise over the scene can be expressed as 𝑛𝑎 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)𝑤0 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡). Moreover, it is assumed
that na(.) and nb(.) are wide sense stationary random noise. The input training data
𝑠(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) will contain distorted targets which are located at position τ. We first perform a
3D Fourier transform of the training video data to convert it into the frequency domain,
𝑆(𝑢, 𝑣, 𝜑) = 𝐹𝑇[𝑠(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)]. For simplicity, the 3D matrix of the Fourier transformed data
is stacked into a one-dimensional (1D) vector, 𝑆𝒗𝒆𝒄 (𝜔), 𝜔 ∈ ℝ𝑈×𝑉×𝛷 . The corresponding
vector s(p) of 𝑆𝑣𝑒𝑐 (𝜔) in the spatial-temporal domain can be obtained by the inverse
Fourier transform:
s ( p ) = FT −1  Svec ( ) 
= vec  s ( x, y, t ) 

(6.2.1)

N
N


=  ai  ri ( p −  ) + nb ( p )  w0 ( p ) −  ai  wri ( p −  )  + na ( p )  w0 ( p ) ,
i =1
i =1



where p is the data points on the 1D vector, ri(.) is the training class videos, 𝜏 is the position
of the target, ai is 1 when the target [𝑟𝑖 (𝑝 − 𝜏)] exists in the input scene, otherwise ai is 0,
and i=1, 2, …, N. The optimum linear distortion-invariant filter is synthesized as [133]:
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where i is the training data set of size N; Ri(𝜔) and W0(𝜔) are the corresponding Fourier
transform of the target ri(p) and the window function w0(p), respectively; 𝑚𝑎 , 𝑚𝑏 are the
mean of 𝑛𝑎 (𝑝),𝑛𝑏 (𝑝), respectively. 𝑁𝑎0 , 𝑁𝑏0 are the power spectrum of [𝑛𝑎 (𝑝) − 𝑚𝑎 ] and
[𝑛𝑏 (𝑝) − 𝑚𝑏 ], respectively; 𝑊1𝑖 (𝜔) = [|𝑊0 (𝜔)|2 ⁄𝑑 ] − 𝑊𝑟𝑖 (𝜔), 𝑊2𝑖 (𝜔) = |𝑊0 (𝜔)|2 +
|𝑊𝑟𝑖 (𝜔)|2 − {2|𝑊0 (𝜔)|2 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙[𝑊𝑟𝑖 (𝜔)]/𝑑}, and 𝑑 = ∫ 𝑤0 (𝑝)𝑑𝑝, [133].

6.2.2 Non-Linear Distortion-Invariant Correlation Filter
A non-linear distortion-invariant correlation filter was designed [134] by the extension
of the nonlinear correlator architecture [108]. A series of training video frames, also
denoted as 𝑟𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡), of continuous human gesture actions over time is used to train the
filter, where x and y represent the spatial coordinates, t indicates the temporal index of the
frames, and i = 1, 2, …, N. We first obtain the vectorized frequency domain version of the
training data sets, 𝑅𝑖 (𝜔) = 𝑣𝑒𝑐{𝐹𝑇[𝑟𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)]}. Then a matrix can be generated using the
N columns training data, 𝑆 𝑘 = [𝑅1𝑘 (𝜔), 𝑅2𝑘 (𝜔), . . . , 𝑅𝑁𝑘 (𝜔)] in frequency domain. The
vector operation 𝑣 𝑘 for a complex vector 𝑣 is [134]:
T

k
k
k
v k =  v1  exp ( j1 ) , v2  exp ( j2 ) , ... , vd  exp ( jd ) ,



(6.2.3)

where (.)T is the transpose operation. The non-linear distortion-invariant correlation filter
in the frequency domain is [134]:

(

+

H k ( ) = S k  S k  S k
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)

−1

1k


c * ,


(6.2.4)

where (.)−1 represents matrix inverse operation, (.)+ is the complex-conjugate transpose, c
is the desired cross-correlation output origin values for each training vector, (.)* is the
corresponding complex conjugate vector, and {.}1/k follows the vector operation in Eq.
6.2.3. In another implementation of the non-linear correlation, we simply averaged all the
1

reference template videos 𝑟𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡), to obtain averaged templates 𝑁 [∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑟𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)]. Then,
we Fourier transformed the averaged templates and vectorized it to obtain 𝐻(𝜔), and
applied non-linear transformation to 𝐻(𝜔) as we will show in Eq. 6.2.5. This
implementation is computationally faster as it requires a single Fourier transform unlike
the approach in Eqs. 6.2.3 and 6.2.4 which requires N Fourier transforms. We shall
compare the results with different methods in Section 6.3.

6.2.3 Linear and Non-Linear Correlation in the Frequency Domain
The trained filter 𝐻(𝜔) is then converted into a 3D matrix 𝐻(𝑢, 𝑣, 𝜑), and will be
correlated with the test data 𝑇(𝑢, 𝑣, 𝜑) in the frequency domain. 𝑇(𝑢, 𝑣, 𝜑) is the Fourier
transform of the reconstructed 4D test video data t(x, y, t; z) with fixed reconstruction depth
z. the correlation output is then obtained by an inverse Fourier transform:





g ( x, y, t; z ) = FT −1 abs ( H )  abs (T )  exp  j ( T − H ) .
k

( k  0,1)

(6.2.5)

In Eq. 6.2.5, [.]k represents an exponential operator. k=1 corresponds to the linear
correlation, otherwise it is a k-th order non-linear correlation process [108]. In Section 6.3,
we will show by experiments that the linear distortion-invariant correlation may not be
effective in recognition of gestures in the presence of degraded conditions. Thus, we also
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consider the non-linear correlation process which is implemented by the k-th order nonlinear correlation. The k-th order non-linear correlation filtering is more robust in terms of
discrimination. To recognize the human gesture, a threshold-based classification process is
performed by analyzing the correlation peak-to-output-energy (POE) ratio to find the peaks
of the output 4D matrix 𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡; z) with a fixed z. The POE is defined as the ratio between
the square of the expected value of the correlation peak to the expected value of the outputsignal energy:
POE = E  g ( , )

2





E  g ( p, ) ,
2

(6.2.6)

where 𝑔(𝑝, 𝜏) is the vectorized correlation output, the target is at 𝜏, and the overbar in the
denominator denotes the normalized integration (spatial averaging) over p. The correlation
output of a true class test data should have peaks at the central frame. Note that total
variation denoising algorithm is applied to integral imaging reconstructed 4D test video
data to further remove noise and enhance the visualization of edges. The flow chart of the
proposed human gesture recognition procedure is shown in Fig.6.2.1.
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Fig. 6.2.1. Flow chart of the proposed 3D correlation method for human gesture recognition. SAII =
synthetic aperture integral imaging; FFT = Fast Fourier Transform; Thresh. = threshold. POE =
correlation peak-to-output-energy ratio [see Eq. 6.2.6].

6.3 Experimental Results
In this section, we demonstrate by experiments the performance of the proposed
approach in a low light illumination environment with partial occlusion. As shown in Fig.
6.3.1 (a), a 9-camera array system is built using a 3 × 3 array along the horizontal and
vertical directions for synthetic aperture integral imaging (SAII). The camera array is
synchronized to record video data sets with a designed pitch of 80 mm in both of the x and
y directions. In the experiment, we use Mako G192C machine vision cameras, with all of
the cameras in the camera array having identical intrinsic parameters. The focal length of
the camera is 50 mm with F/# of 1.8. The sensor read noise is 20.47 electrons rms/pixel,
the quantum efficiency is 0.44 at wavelength of 525 nm, and a frame rate of 20 frame per
second was used. Nine sampled frames from a training template video data with a complete
human gesture action in the spatial-temporal domain are shown in Fig. 6.3.1 (b). In the
experiment, five training video data sets are used to synthesize the correlation filters
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following Eqs. (6.2.1 and 6.2.2) or Eqs. (6.2.3 and 6.2.4), and each training video data has
a total of 33 frames. The training video data sets represent a forefinger with continuous
waving motion from left to right when looking at the person. For the test video data, we
collected 60 human gestures from 6 participants; and each person performed 5 true class
and 5 false class gestures respectively. The true class human gestures are similar to the
gestures used in training the correlation filters [see Fig. 6.3.1 (c)]. However, the false class
gestures are various gestures moving in different directions, as shown in Fig. 6.3.1 (d),
which are different than the training gesture action.

Fig. 6.3.1 (a) A 3×3 camera array for synthetic aperture integral imaging (SAII) in the human gesture
recognition experiment. (b) Examples of the training video frames. (c) Example of a true class test
video frame. (d) Examples of the false class test gestures.

In the experiments, a video sequence containing a human gesture that is partially
occluded by plant leaves was captured about 4.5 meters away from the SAII system. Figs.
6.3.2 [a(i-iii)] show three video frames of a captured video sequence under indoor normal
illumination conditions. The effect of occlusion is reduced using integral imaging by
computationally reconstructing the 3D points at the depth position of the human gesture.
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Figs. 6.3.2 [b(i-iii)] illustrate three reconstructed frames by integral imaging corresponding
to Figs. 6.3.2 (a). Compared with Figs. 6.3.2 (a), the front occlusion is substantially reduced
in Figs. 6.3.2 (b), and the parts of the gestures which were not captured directly in the video
data can be observed by the integral imaging reconstruction.

Fig. 6.3.2. Example of partially occluded human gesture under regular ambient illumination
conditions: (a) (i-iii) Three captured 2D elemental images from a single video sequence, and (b) (iiii) corresponding 4D (x, y, t; z) integral imaging reconstructed frames with occlusion removal at a
fixed reconstruction depth z.

In another experiment, we consider degraded imaging conditions under low light
illumination with partial occlusion for human gesture recognition using the proposed
approach. Figs. 6.3.3 [a(i-iii)] show three frames from directly captured video data in the
degraded low light environment. With the identical approach under the regular illumination
condition, the corresponding reconstructed frames using the SAII system are depicted in
Figs. 6.3.3 [c(i-iii)]. Figs. 6.3.3 [b(i-iii)] show the frames by applying the TV algorithm
directly to the captured 2D frames, and Figs. 6.3.3 [d(i-iii)] are the results by applying the
TV algorithm to the integral imaging reconstructed frames. We calculate the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) of the captured frames [see Figs. 6.3.3(a)]. SNR is defined as 𝑆𝑁𝑅 =
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√(< 𝑔𝑜2 > −< 𝑛𝑜2 >)⁄< 𝑛𝑜2 >, where < 𝑔𝑜2 > is the average power of the object region,
and < 𝑛𝑜2 > is the average power of the noise, which can be obtained from the region of
image with no object. The SNR for the captured 2D frame is 0.2356. For photon starved
low illumination conditions, the image data is read noise limited and the number of object
photons captured per pixel can be further estimated based on the equation:
N photons = te  SNR  nr /  ,

(6.3.1)

where 𝜙 is the incident power of the object, 𝑡𝑒 is the exposure time, 𝑛𝑟 is the camera read
noise and 𝜂 is the quantum efficiency. Following Eq. 6.3.1, the estimated photons captured
per pixel is 10.96 under the degraded condition.
Because of the low illumination conditions and the partial occlusion, the captured
video frames have a relatively low dynamic range and it is difficult to observe the object
of interest as shown in Figs. 6.3.3 [a(i-iii)]. Integral imaging reconstruction removes much
of the occlusion, as shown in Figs. 6.3.3 [c(i-iii)], and the shape of the human gesture can
be observed. We further apply the TV denoising algorithm to smooth the image and
preserve the edges. Comparing Figs. 6.3.3 (d) with Figs. 6.3.3 (a)-(c), integral imaging
reconstructed frames using the TV denoising algorithm provide enhanced human gesture
features. As a reference group, Figs. 6.3.3 (b) show that the object of interest cannot be
visually observed if we directly apply the TV denoising algorithm to the captured 2D
frames. Thus, the integral imaging 3D reconstruction with TV denoising algorithm is
effective to remove the front occlusion and remedy the effect of low light illumination
conditions. Figs. 6.3.3 [a-d (iv)] depict the 1D intensity profile extracted along the yellow
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lines in Figs. 6.3.3 [a-d (ii)]. The results indicate improved visualization due to integral
imaging and the TV algorithm. In addition, the SNR of the 3D reconstructed frames with
TV denoising algorithm [see Fig. 6.3.3 (d)] is 0.3425, which has approximately a 45%
improvement compared with the directly captured 2D frames [see Fig. 6.3.3 (a)]. The
results illustrate that the proposed approach may provide enhanced image quality for 3D
visualization under the degraded condition. The trained correlation filters are then
multiplied with the Fourier transformed test video volume in the frequency domain
following Eq. (6.2.5), with k set as 0.3 for the best performance of the non-linear correlation
process.
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Fig. 6.3.3. Image frames for partially occluded human finger gesture [see Fig. 6.3.2] under low light
illumination conditions: (a) (i-iii) Three separate 2D elemental images from the captured video
sequence, (b) (i-iii) 2D elemental images after the total variation (TV) denoising algorithm, (c) (i-iii)
integral imaging reconstructed images using 9 perspective video data sets, and (d) (i-iii) integral
imaging reconstructed images with the TV denoising algorithm. [a-d (iv)] One dimensional intensity
profiles of the finger along the yellow lines in [a-d (ii)].

To evaluate the performance of the linear distortion-invariant classifier [see Section
6.2] on the experimental data, we generate five Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
curves using the (a) linear correlation process (k=1) for integral imaging reconstructed
video data with the TV algorithm, [InIm+TV], and (b) distortion-invariant filter with a
non-linear operation (k=0.3) for (i) captured 2D video data sets, [EI]; (ii) the 2D video data
after the TV algorithm, [EI+TV]; (iii) integral imaging reconstructed video data sets,
[InIm]; and (iv) integral imaging reconstructed video data with the TV algorithm,
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[InIm+TV]. We collected 60 human gestures data with 30 true class and 30 false class
gesture videos. By adjusting the threshold for the output POE values for both the true and
false class correlation outputs, the ROC curves are generated between the five groups. In
Fig. 6.3.4, the ROC curve corresponds to the linear correlation process (k = 1) with an Area
Under the Curve (AUC) of 0.539 [green dashed line], which indicates that the linear
distortion-invariant correlation is not effective in recognition of gestures in the presence of
our degraded condition experiments. With a non-linear correlation approach (k = 0.3), the
ROC curve for the integral imaging reconstructed video with the TV algorithm [InIm+TV,
red solid line] has an AUC of 0.897. This is higher than the ROC curves of the other 3
aforementioned data sets, which have AUC of 0.497 for the captured 2D video [EI, black
solid line], AUC of 0.557 for the 2D video data with the TV algorithm [EI+TV, magenta
dashed line], and AUC of 0.766 for the integral imaging reconstructed video [InIm, blue
dash-dotted line].
We also evaluate the performance of the non-linear distortion-invariant correlator
classifier [see Section 6.2] on the experimental data, by generating five Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curves: (i) captured 2D video data sets, [EI] with Eq. (6.2.4); (ii) the
2D video data with the TV algorithm, [EI+TV] with Eq. (5); (iii) integral imaging
reconstructed video data sets, [InIm] with Eq. (6.2.4); (iv) integral imaging reconstructed
video data with the TV algorithm, [InIm+TV] with Eq. (6.2.4); and (v) integral imaging
reconstructed video data with the TV algorithm, where the filter is trained by the averaged
template videos as described at the end of Section 6.2 [InIm+TV, averaged template]. As
shown in Fig. 6.3.5, the ROC curve for the integral imaging reconstructed video with the
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TV algorithm [InIm+TV, red solid line] has an AUC of 0.921, which is significantly higher
than the ROC curves of the other 3 aforementioned data sets, which have AUC of 0.443
for captured 2D video [EI, black solid line], AUC of 0.642 for the 2D video data after the
TV algorithm [EI+TV, magenta dashed line], and AUC of 0.803 for the integral imaging
reconstructed video [InIm, blue dash-dotted line]. In addition, the AUC of integral imaging
reconstructed video with the TV algorithm [InIm+TV, brown dotted line] using the
correlation filter trained by the averaged template videos, as described at the end of Section
6.2.2, is 0.887. Thus, while this non-linear correlator is simple to implement
computationally, its performance is quite good in our experiments. Our experimental
results demonstrate the potential of using 4D spatial-temporal integral imaging and TV
denoising algorithms with non-linear correlation classification for enhanced performance
of the human gesture recognition in the presence of degraded conditions.
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Fig. 6.3.4. ROC (Receiver operating characteristic) curves for human gesture recognition using
optimum linear distortion-invariant filter, and non-linear transformations of the filter in the presence
of degraded conditions. (a) For the linear correlation process, k = 1, integral imaging reconstructed
video with the TV algorithm (InIm+TV, green dashed line). (b) For non-linear correlation process, k
= 0.3 [see Eq. (6.2.5)], (i) captured 2D video data (EI, black solid line), (ii) captured 2D video with
the TV algorithm (EI+TV, magenta dashed line), (iii) integral imaging reconstructed video (InIm,
blue dash-dotted line), and (iv) integral imaging reconstructed video with the TV algorithm
(InIm+TV, red solid line).
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Fig. 6.3.5. ROC (Receiver operating characteristic) curves for human gesture recognition using nonlinear distortion-invariant filter in the presence of degraded conditions with k = 0.3, [see Eq. (6.2.5)],
(i) captured 2D video data (EI, black solid line), (ii) captured 2D video with the TV algorithm
(EI+TV, magenta dashed line), (iii) integral imaging reconstructed video (InIm, blue dash-dotted
line), (iv) integral imaging reconstructed video with the TV algorithm (InIm+TV, red solid line); and
(v) integral imaging reconstructed video with the TV algorithm, where the correlation filter is trained
by the averaged template videos as described at the end of Section 6.2 (InIm+TV, brown dotted line).

In addition, the degraded condition may affect the performance of feature points
detection. We performed human gesture recognition using an alternative approach as
previously reported with standard bag-of-features support vector machine [SVM]
framework with the identical integral imaging reconstructed video data sets under low
illumination conditions and in the presence of occlusion. The main steps of this approach
[131] include (1) using a space-time interest points (STIP) feature detector to extract
spatial-temporal points, (2) describing the detected features using 3D histogram of oriented
gradients (3D HOG) feature descriptor, (3) quantizing the descriptors by K-means
clustering, obtaining the bag-of-words (BoW) representation for each video, and (4) SVM
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for training the BoW and classification. We generated a confusion matrix to compare the
human gesture classification performance under degraded conditions with low light
illumination environment and occlusion for the integral imaging sensing system, and
various classification algorithms such as distortion-invariant correlation approaches; the
standard bag-of-features SVM frame with STIP and 3D HOG for the human gesture
recognition. The thresholds for classification of the correlation-based approaches are
calculated based on the optimal operating points obtained from the corresponding ROC
curves as the red circles shown in Figs. 6.3.4 and 6.3.5. As illustrated in Table. 6.3.1, the
confusion matrix shows that the non-linear distortion-invariant correlation-based
approaches perform well for the human gesture recognition under degraded conditions and
have significantly higher sensitivity and accuracy than the approach using STIP, 3D HOG
with SVM.
Note that the integral imaging system includes multiple cameras. One of the
limitations is the computational load for the 4D video data sets. We may consider using
graphics processing units (GPU) and parallel processing to speed up the computational
time. In this work we fixed the reconstructed depth (z) for object recognition (x, y, t; z).
We may apply depth estimation approach to generate 4D data (x, y, z, t) for human gesture
recognition. In the future work, we plan to continue research on human activity detection
and recognition (1) for various degraded conditions through heavily scattering medium
such as under fog; (2) Use different 3D integral imaging systems such as axially distributed
sensing (ADS) and flexible sensing integral imaging; (3) We will also further develop
human gesture recognition algorithms for the specific degraded conditions.
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Table 6.3.1. Confusion matrix between a variety of algorithms for human gesture recognition and
classification
TP=True Positive, TN=True Negative, FP=False Positive, FN=False Negative
Actual condition
Linear correlation
filter used with
nonlinear architecture,
k=0.3

Classified
condition

kth-order nonlinear
distortion-invariant
filter, k=0.3

STIP, 3D HOG with
Bag-of-features SVM
framework

True

False

Total

True

False

Total

True

False

Total

True

TP=
25

FP=3

28

TP=
28

FP=7

35

TP=13

FT=8

21

False

FN=
5

TN=
27

32

FN=2

TN=2
3

25

FN=17

TN=
22

39

Total

30

30

60

30

30

60

30

30

60

Sensitivity / TP
rate

83.3%

93.3%

43.3%

90%

76.7%

73.3%

86.7%

85%

58.3%

TP/(TP+FN)
Specificity / TN
rate
TN/(TN+FP)
Accuracy / ACC
(TP+TN)/(TP+FN+
FP+TN)

6.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented for the first time a 4D spatial-temporal recognition
method using integral imaging and correlation filters for automated human gesture
recognition under degraded conditions in the presence of partial occlusions and low light
illumination. Our experiments indicate that conventional imaging methods may not be able
to obtain enough features from the degraded scene to successfully recognize the gestures.
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The spatial-temporal gestures are processed using a variety of algorithms such as linear
and non-linear spatial-temporal correlation; space-time interest points feature detector and
3D histogram of oriented gradients feature descriptor with support vector machine, etc.
The results are compared using a variety of performance metrics. Experimental results are
presented to verify the feasibility and the advantages of the proposed approach. The
proposed method may be expanded in future work for human activity detection and
recognition under various degraded conditions, using different integral imaging systems
and classification algorithms.
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Part III

Three-Dimensional Imaging with Augmented Reality
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________________________________________________
Chapter 7
Three-Dimensional Augmented Reality with Integral
Imaging Display
In this chapter, a three-dimensional (3D) integral imaging display for augmented
reality is presented. We first present a technique to generate an elemental image array to
match display devices for three-dimensional integral imaging. By implementing the smart
pseudoscopic-to-orthoscopic conversion method, elemental image arrays with different
capturing parameters can be transferred into the identical format for 3D display. With the
proposed merging algorithm, a new set of elemental images for augmented reality display
is generated. The newly generated elemental images contain both the virtual objects and
real world scene with desired depth information and transparency parameters. The
experimental results show that our technique can be used to accurately match different
display formats and improve the display results, the feasibility of the proposed 3D
augmented reality with integral imaging is proofed.

7.1 Introduction
For a conventional integral imaging display system, the optically reconstructed 3D
images own a pseudoscopic nature. The depth of the 3D images will be reversed to the
reviewers compared with the original 3D scene. This is because the perspective from the
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viewer is opposite to the projection direction of the lenslet. Some research related with this
problem have been done in the past several years [135][136], and an algorithm for smart
pseudoscopic-to-orthoscopic conversion (SPOC) has been proposed in [53] for an
improved and parameter controllable 3D display. Format mismatching is another problem
between the pickup and display processes of an integral imaging display system. The
optical reconstruction of an integral imaging system requires a lenslet array which is
identical to the one used in the pickup process, with the exact same parameters (lenslet
pitch, focal length, etc.). As a result of these limitations, asymmetric integral imaging
system is not well suited for a variety of applications. With the SPOC method, a new set
of synthetic elemental images can be calculated with parameters matching with the display
system. However, the quality of the display results is limited for the 3D scene with a large
range of depth.
Augmented reality [137][138] is a novel interactive technique for superimposing the
virtual information into a real world scene. Information from the virtual objects and the
real world can be combined to enhance observer’s perception of the reality. This
technology has applications in various fields such as medical, entertainment and
manufacturing, etc [138][139][140].
In this chapter, we first present a method for matching various formats between the
pickup and display processes of a 3D integral imaging display system [56]. By setting up
multiple reference planes in the intermediate display process of the SPOC method, the
errors of pixel-mapping can be reduced. In addition, based on the estimated depth
information, a new set of elemental images can be calculated to match the display format
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and can achieve better display results as well. Secondly, we present a 3D augmented reality
display with InIm. By using the smart pseudoscopic-to-orthoscopic (SPOC) conversion
method, elemental images with various capture conditions are converted to a unified format
which matches with the display system. A merging method between the elemental images
of the real and virtual objects is presented. For the case that the overlap exists between the
real world scene and the virtual objects, the corresponding elemental images can be
superimposed with partial transparency. The pixel information in the overlapped areas will
be kept for both of the front and rear objects. In section 7.2, the proposed method is
described. In section 7.3, the integral imaging pickup and augmented reality display
experiments are conducted. The conclusion is followed in section 7.4.

7.2 Generation of Elemental Images for Augmented Reality 3D Display
7.2.1 Multiple-Plane Pseudoscopic-to-orthoscopic Conversion Method
There are three main stages in a general SPOC algorithm: (1) real pickup, (2) simulated
display, and (3) synthetic capture. Elemental images are first obtained in the real pickup
stage with the original parameters of the real pickup system. Then the captured elemental
images are computationally displayed on a selected reference plane. In the last step, by
setting a virtual pinhole array, a new set of synthetic elemental images can be generated,
the parameters of the synthetic captured elemental images will match with the formats of
the display system. However, if the 3D scene has a large depth range, it is not possible to
set all of the objects in the 3D scene close to the selected reference plane. In this situation,
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the SPOC method will generate elemental images with pixel-mapping errors, as shown in
Fig. 7.2.1 (a). The image distortion will occur in the simulated display stage of the SPOC
method and the display quality of the 3D image will be degraded.
To solve the problem, we propose an improved conversion method named the
multiple-plane pseudoscopic-to-orthoscopic conversion (MP POC) method [55].
Compared with the conventional SPOC method, our proposed method can generate more
accurate synthetic elemental images in the synthetic capture stage and achieves better
display results with less distortion.
The proposed MP POC method is able to set multiple reference planes in the virtual
3D space of simulated display stage to cover the whole depth range of the 3D scene, as
shown in Fig. 7.2.1 (b). The number and the positions of the reference planes depend on
the depth range of the 3D scene. In the simulated display stage, pixel information will be
focused on the corresponding reference planes with correct distance to the lenslet array. In
the synthetic capture stage, by extracting the focused pixels from each reference plane, a
new set of elemental images can be generated with correct pixel-mapping. It is important
to determine which reference plane should be used for pixel-mapping depends on the depth
information of the 3D scene. Therefore, this method requires the depth information of the
3D scene. The depth information can be achieved by the depth estimation method [93].
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Fig. 7.2.1. Generation of new elemental image array for 3D scene with a large depth range with (a)
incorrect pixel-mapping by the SPOC method and (b) correct pixel-mapping by the MP POC method.

The general steps for the MP POC algorithm are described below:
Step 1. Estimate the depth information by using the elemental images captured from
the real pickup stage.
Step 2. Obtain the positions of the reference planes (RP) and calculate the total number
of RPs by directly cutting the object space into several sub-regions.
Step 3. Assign an affiliated reference plane to each pixel in the captured elemental
images based on the nearest distance principle. The distance between the estimated depth
of the pixel and the position of the reference plane should be minimized.
Step 4. Iteratively calculate the mapped pixels from each reference plane and stop if
the affiliated reference plane of the mapped pixel is the same as the current calculating
reference plane.
With the proposed MP POC method, a 3D scene with a large depth range not only can
be displayed with various display formats but higher quality and less distortion display
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results can be achieved as well. The computational time of the MP POC method is linearly
proportional to the total number of the reference planes.

7.2.2 Generation of Elemental Image for Augmented Reality 3D Display
The capture and reconstruction processes of a conventional InIm system require the
lenslet array with identical parameters. The smart pseudoscopic-to-orthoscopic conversion
(SPOC) method has been proposed to convert a depth reversed 3D image to orthoscopic
3D image. This method can be used for format matching 3D display between different
capture and display devices. For the algorithm of SPOC, by setting an imaging reference
plane and a virtual pinhole array, SPOC will computationally generate a new elemental
image array on the synthetic capture plane from the captured elemental images. Figure
7.2.2. shows the concept of the SPOC method. The parameters designed for the virtual
pinhole array and the reference plane (the pitch of the pinhole, the distance between the
pinhole and the reference plane), are determined by the specifications of the display device,
such as the pixel size, focal length and the resolution, etc. Recently, SPOC has been further
developed and applied for tunable field of view display, improvement the display
resolution, and head tracking 3D display [54][55][56] etc.
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Fig. 7.2.2. Diagram of the smart pseudoscopic-to-orthoscopic conversion method (SPOC).

To implement augmented reality in a 3D display, the computationally generated virtual
objects need to be combined with the real world scene. The depth information of the 3D
scene is extracted through the captured elemental images. We can design the relative
position between the virtual objects with the real world. By setting a threshold for the
decided depth, the virtual objects can be abstracted from the original elemental images and
superimposed with the real world scene.
To further explain the proposed algorithm, suppose we have two sets of elemental
images. One set is captured from the real world, the other is the set of computationally
generated elemental images which record the virtual information. To combine the real
world scene and the computed virtual objects, image processing is further conducted by
pixel mapping the corresponding pixel information into a new elemental image array. If
overlap exists between the virtual objects and the real world scene, the pixels in the
overlapped area will be mapped by the front virtual object, so that the information of the
real world scene will be lost. To keep both of the real and virtual objects in the overlapped
area, one possible solution is by setting the corresponding pixels of the front virtual objects
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with half transparency. In this case, both information of the front and rear objects can be
recorded in the new elemental image array for augmented reality 3D display.

7.3 Experimental Results
7.3.1 Experimental Results for Generation Elemental Image Array using Multipleplane Pseudoscopic-to-orthoscopic Conversion Method
To show the feasibility of the proposed method for matching various display formats
3D display, experiments for two different display devices were conducted. The two groups
of display devices were an HTC-One smartphone and an iPad-Mini tablet. The 3D scene
was first captured by an iPhone-4S smartphone using the synthetic aperture integral
imaging (SAII) technique. In the experimental setup, a blue fish located at 215 mm in front
of the pickup device and a red fish which is located at 285 mm from the pickup device
were combined as a complex 3D scene. A total of eighty elemental images (10 in horizontal
× 8 in vertical) were captured by the pickup device (iPhone 4S). Then new sets of
elemental images were generated by using the SPOC method and the proposed MP POC
method for the two display systems with different formats. The subsets of the captured
elemental images, the estimated depth map, and the affiliated reference plane for the 3D
scene are shown in Fig. 7.3.1. The system parameters for the SAII pickup process and the
3D optical display process are listed in Table 7.3.1.
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Fig. 7.3.1. The 3D scene captured by the SAII technique. (a) One example of the captured elemental
images, (b) the estimated depth map, and (c) the affiliated reference planes for each pixel, the blue
color represents the reference plane at 215 mm, the red color represents the reference plane at 285
mm.

Table 7.3.1. Specifications of the parameters in the pickup process and the optical display
process of 3D integral imaging
Devices

Pickup

Number of
elemental
images

Resolution of
elemental
image (pixels)

Sensor pitch

Focal length

(mm)

(mm)

iPhone
4s

10(H)×8(V)

3264×2448

10×10

4.28

Devices

Number of
elemental images

Resolution of
elemental
image (pixels)

Lenslet
pitch
(mm)

Focal
length(mm)

Pixel
size(𝛍m)

HTCone

102(H)×57(V)

18(H)×18(V)

1×1

3.3

~ 54.2

ipadMini

159(H)×119(V)

13(H)×13(V)

1×1

3.3

~ 77.6

Display

The newly generated sets of elemental images by using the proposed MP POC method
and the conventional SPOC method are shown in Fig. 7.3.2. The MP POC method set up
two reference planes (215 mm and 285 mm) corresponding to the two objects as shown in
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Fig. 7.3.2 (a). While the conventional SPOC method only set up one reference plane at 215
mm in Fig. 7.3.2 (b) and 285 mm in Fig. 7.3.2 (c), which is located at the position of the
blue fish and the red fish, respectively. A virtual pinhole array in the synthetic capture stage
was placed at 250 mm from the sensor which was the center of the 3D scene. The details
of the enlarged elemental images in Fig. 7.3.2 (b) and Fig. 7.3.2 (c) show that for the
conventional SPOC method, only one reference plane was selected. Pixel-mapping errors
occur in the synthetic captured elemental images for the object far away from the selected
reference plane. In Fig. 3(b), the rear object (red fish) at 285 mm includes more pixelmapping errors, because the reference plane was set at 215 mm, which was corresponding
to the front object (blue fish). In Fig. 7.3.2 (c), the front object (blue fish) at 215 mm
includes more pixel-mapping errors, as we set the reference plane at 285 mm corresponding
to the rear object (red fish). The image enlarged in Fig. 7.3.2 (a) shows that the MP POC
method can generate more accurate elemental images around the multiple reference planes
(215 mm and 285 mm). The pixel-mapping errors were reduced in the red fish and blue
fish.
In the experiments, new groups of elemental images were generated from the captured
elemental images for two display devices with different parameters, the display devices
used in the experiments were an iPad-Mini tablet and an HTC-One smartphone. For the
iPad-Mini tablet, 159 (H) × 119 (V) elemental images are required with a resolution of 13
(H) × 13 (V) pixels in each elemental image. However, for the HTC-One smartphone, 102
(H) × 57 (V) elemental images are required with a resolution of 18 (H) × 18 (V) pixels
in each elemental image. Compared with the parameters in the pickup process of the system,
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the conversion method needs to be used for matching format display. The left and right
perspective display results with the iPad-Mini tablet and the HTC-One smartphone are
shown in Fig. 7.3.3 (a) and Fig. 7.3.3(b), respectively.

Fig. 7.3.2. Newly generated elemental image sets for 3D display by using (a) the proposed MP POC
method with two reference planes at 215 mm and 285 mm, (b) the SPOC method with one reference
plane at 215 mm, and (c) the SPOC method with one reference plane at 285 mm.
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Fig. 7.3.3. Two groups of 3D display results (a) the iPad-Mini tablet and (b) the HTC-One
smartphone, using the newly generated sets of elemental images by (i) the MP POC method with two
reference planes at 215 mm and 285 mm, (ii) the SPOC method with one reference plane at 215 mm,
and (iii) the SPOC method with one reference plane at 285 mm.

The 3D display results show that with the conventional SPOC method, elemental
images are generated with one reference plane. The 3D images cannot be reconstructed
clearly for the objects far away from the selected reference plane. In addition, image
distortion also occurs (the red fish in (ii) of Fig. 7.3.3 (a) and Fig. 7.3.3 (b), and the blue
fish in (iii) of Fig. 7.3.3 (a) and Fig. 7.3.3 (b)). With the proposed MP POC method,
elemental images with two reference planes are generated. Both objects in the 3D images
are clear without distortion, and the image quality is improved (both the red fish and the
blue fish in (i) of Fig. 7.3.3 (a) and Fig. 7.3.3 (a)). The comparison between the display
results of the iPad-Mini group and the HTC-One group are the same. Note that the 3D
display results by the HTC-One are better than the iPad-Mini. By comparing the parameters
of the display devices in Table 1, the pixel size of the HTC-One smartphone (~54.2 µm) is
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smaller than the pixel size of the iPad-Mini tablet (~77.6 µm). As the lenslets in the
experiments have the same pitch (1 mm), more pixels are covered by each lenslet in the
integral imaging display system by the HTC-One than the iPad-Mini.

7.3.2 Experimental Results for Generation of Elemental Image Array for Augmented
Reality 3D Display
We conducted optical 3D display experiments. As shown in Fig. 7.3.4, a real world
scene (soccer) and computationally generated objects (letters ‘3’ and ‘D’) were captured
separately with different pickup specifications by the synthetic aperture integral imaging
(SAII) method and 3dsMas, respectively. The specifications of the capture process for the
real world scene and the virtual objects are shown in Table 7.3.2.
A Canon 5D camera was used to capture the real world scene. A total of 49 (7 × 7)
elemental images were obtained to form the elemental image array. In the display process,
a HTC-One smart phone and a microlens array were used as a display system. The
resolution of the display screen is 1920 (H) × 1080 (V) pixels, and each pixel owns a pixel
size of ~53μm. The focal length of the lenslet array is 3.3 mm and the pitch of the lenslet
is 1mm. Each lenslet will cover about 20 × 20 pixels. As the parameters of the real captured
elemental image array do not match with the display system, we first processed the
captured elemental images to generate a new elemental image array matching with the
display system. This process is performed by using the SPOC method. For virtual objects,
it is easy to control the computer software (3dsMax) to generate elemental images to match
with the display format.
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In the pickup process, the soccer was placed at 300 mm in front of the camera, with
the SPOC method, the distance (d2) between the reference plane and the virtual pinhole
array plane was set as 20 mm. The new generated elemental image array records the soccer
with a distance of 20 mm from the display plane. For augmented reality, the real world
scene and the virtual objects need to be merged as a synthetic scene. We set the soccer, the
letters ‘3’, and letter ‘D’ at 20 mm, 40 mm and 60 mm from the display plane, respectively.
The virtual objects are set in front of the real world scene for 3D display.

Fig. 7.3.4. (a) Real world scene with a soccer and (b) computationally generated virtual objects,
letters ‘3’ and ‘D’.
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Table 7.3.2. Specifications of integral imaging capture process for the real world scene
and virtual objects
Description

Real world scene

Virtual objects

Total number of elemental
images (EIs)

7 (H) × 7 (V)

104 (H) × 58 (V)

Resolution of each EI

5616 (H) × 3744 (V)
pixels

20 (H) × 20 (V) pixels

Sensor pitch (mm)

10 (H) × 10 (V)

1 (H) × 1 (V)

Soccer ball:

‘3’: 25 mm × 30 mm

12.5 mm (radius)

‘D’: 36 mm × 30 mm

Size of objects
Distance between pickup
plane and objects

300 mm

‘3’: 40 mm
‘D’: 60 mm

Fig. 7.3.5. 3D integral imaging augmented reality display results. (a) Left view and right view with
occlusion. (b) Left view and right view partial transparency.

Fig. 7.3.5 (a) shows the left and right perspectives of the augmented reality 3D display
results by using elemental image array with direct pixel mapping. The soccer is partially
occluded by the virtual objects. With the partial transparency elemental image array, the
rear occluded information is kept in the overlapped areas, as shown in Fig. 7.3.5 (b). The
proposed method has the potential to be applied to the see-through augmented reality 3D
display.
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7.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, to solve the format mismatching problem between the pickup and
reconstruction processes in the integral imaging 3D display systems, we have presented an
advanced multiple-plane pseudoscopic-to-orthoscopic conversion (MP POC) method by
setting up multiple reference planes in the simulated display stage based on the depth
estimation information. The proposed conversion method can also reduce the pixelmapping errors in the synthetic capture stage for the 3D scenes with large range of depth.
3D display results for different display devices have demonstrated and verified the
advantages of the proposed method. In addition, a three-dimensional (3D) augmented
reality integral imaging display is presented by combining conventional 3D display and an
augmented reality technique. With the smart pseudoscopic-to-orthoscopic conversion
(SPOC) method, elemental image array of the captured real world scene is firstly converted
into a new format for 3D display. Then by combining the elemental image arrays of the
real world scene and the computationally generated virtual objects, a new elemental image
array is generated for augmented reality 3D display. For the case that the overlap exits,
elemental images can be merged with partial transparency to keep the information of both
front and rear objects. 3D display experiments were conducted to validate the feasibility of
the proposed method.
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________________________________________________
Chapter 8
Augmented Reality Three-Dimensional Object
Visualization and Recognition with Axially Distributed
Sensing
In this chapter, we present an augmented reality based approach for three-dimensional
(3D) optical visualization and object recognition using axially distributed sensing (ADS).
For object recognition, the 3D scene is reconstructed, and feature extraction is performed
by calculating the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) of a sliding window. A support
vector machine (SVM) is then used for classification. Once an object has been identified,
the 3D reconstructed scene with the detected object is optically displayed in the
smartglasses allowing the user to see the object, remove partial occlusions of the object,
and provide critical information about the object such as 3D coordinates, which are not
possible with conventional AR devices. The proposed approach can have benefits for
many applications including medical, military, transportation, and manufacturing.

8.1 Introduction
Unlike virtual reality, which completely immerses a user in a virtual world, augmented
reality takes a real world scene and superimposes virtual objects into the scene [141]. There
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are a myriad of applications for this including medical [138], commercial [142], and
manufacturing [140]. Recently, an emerged form of augmented reality devices is
smartglasses. These glasses allow a user to view a real world scene through glasses that
also contain a camera and a small digital display. This display allows the virtual
information to be combined with the real world. Recently, there has been interest in
combining AR with three-dimensional (3D) imaging [35][36] to create a true 3D image
source in place of a 2D micro display. In [36], a real 3D AR micro integral imaging display
system was developed by combining integral imaging with augmented reality. In [35], a
micro-integral imaging unit feeds an optically reconstructed 3D scene as the image source
to a freeform eyepiece optics, which demonstrates the ability to create a compact, true 3D
optical see-through head-mounted display.
In this chapter, we present a method to integrate augmented reality viewing devices
such as smartglasses with 3D axially distributed sensing (ADS) [50] to enable a variety of
applications including visualization of occluded objects, and 3D object recognition which
are not possible with conventional augmented reality devices. Using the 2D camera on a
pair of see-through head mounted displays such as smartglasses, 3D ADS is implemented
to digitally perform a 3D reconstruction of the scene which may contain an object behind
occlusion. The recovered occluded object can be detected, identified, and/or displayed for
the viewer with various details such as 3D coordinates superimposed onto the scene. 3D
object recognition is performed by sliding a window over the reconstructed scene at a
particular depth. For each window, the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) features are
extracted and support vector machines (SVM) are then used to detect the object along with
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a probability estimate used to determine the optimal window and reconstruction distance
or object range. Various types of complex 3D information could be extracted from the
scene and displayed in the smartglasses allowing the user to view the 3D scene with the
scene or objects unobstructed by obscurations.

8.2 Object Detection using 3D Axially Distributed Sensing (ADS)
To detect an object in a 3D reconstructed scene, the following approach was
implemented. A sliding window over the scene was used and feature extraction for that
window was performed by computing the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) [89].
Support vector machines (SVM) [90] then used the HOG features for object classification.
Probability estimates from the SVM classifier were then used to determine the optimal
sliding window for the detected object.
Histogram of oriented gradients observes the distribution of local intensity gradients
or edge detection. To implement HOG, the gradients are computed on the two-dimensional
grayscale image I using a 1-D kernel in the x and y directions as Ix = I ⨂ [−1 0 1] and Iy =
I ⨂ [−1 0 1]T, respectively, where ⨂ denotes convolution and Ix and Iy denotes the gradient
of the image in the x direction and y direction, respectively. These convolutions are used
to detect edges in the x and y directions. The magnitude M, and gradient direction,  are
then computed for each pixel as M = ( I x )2 + ( I y )2 and  = arctan ( I y I x ) .
Once the gradients have been calculated, cell histograms are computed to generate
gradient vectors. The image is divided into small connected regions known as cells. An
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image is broken up into multiple cells which consist of 8 × 8 pixels. A block is then formed
which can be a 2 × 2 cell.
Each cell then accumulates a weighted local 1-D histogram based on the gradient
directions,  A weighted vote from each pixel in the cell is placed into bins corresponding
to their angles. The final step is to form descriptor blocks by normalizing the histogram
gradient for each cell by the “energy” over the cells in a block. For example, to normalize
a 2 × 2 cell block, the 9-bin histogram for each cell is used resulting in 36 features for this
block. The block is then normalized, such as using the L2-norm defined as v  v

v 2 + ,
2

where  is the block to be normalized,  is an arbitrary small constant term to ensure that
the denominator does not go to zero, and



2

is the L2-norm.

The normalization allows the HOG features to be more robust to illumination
conditions. The block then moves to the right one cell or down one cell, thus blocks do
overlap. Figure 3 depicts an example of the HOG features computed for a car. Figure 8.2.1
(a) depicts the original image which is 900 (H) × 400 (V) pixels while Fig. 3(b) shows the
corresponding HOG features.
Support Vector Machines [90][91] was used for classification which seeks to find the
optimal separating hyperplane between the true and false classes. Let us define a training
vector with n dimensions as xi ∈ Rn where i = 1,…,N, and N is the total number of data
points. We also define an indicator vector y ∈ RN such that yi ∈ {−1, 1} which defines 1 if
a data point exists in class 1 and -1 if it belongs in class 2. We wish to find the optimal
linear line that separates class 1 from class 2.
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Fig. 8.2.1. (a) An image of a 900 (H) × 400 (V) pixels car. (b) The HOG feature.

For classification algorithms, we use SVM in our experiments. We wish to minimize
the primal optimization problem:
min
w, b ,

N
1 T
w w + C  i ,
2
i =1

s.t. yi ( wT  ( xi ) + b )  1 − i , i  0, i = 1, 2,..., N ,

(8.2.1)

where w is a vector of coefficients, b is an unknown constant used to determine the offset
of the hyperplane, ξi are positive slack variables to deal for permitted errors in classification,
ϕ(xi) is a nonlinear mapping of xi to a higher-dimensional space, C is a penalty parameters,
and N is the number of training cases.
It can be shown that the decision function for a sample x is then:
sign

(

N
i =1

)

yi i K ( xi , x ) + b ,
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(8.2.2)

where  are the Lagrange multipliers found by optimization, sign is the sign function, K(xi,
x) is the kernel function and b is a known constant.
In our experiments, the radial basis function (RBF) kernel was used. This kernel is
defined as:

(

K ( xi , x ) =  ( xi )  ( x ) = exp − xi − x
T

2

),

(8.2.3)

where  is some constant scaling parameter.
In [92], a method to generate probability estimates for SVM classification results was
derived. This is conveniently incorporated into the LIBSVM [91] software which was used
for SVM classification in our experiments. An overview of the classification scheme is
shown in Fig. 8.2.2.

Fig. 8.2.2. Overview of the object recognition scheme combined with 3D ADS for augmented realty.
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8.3 Experimental Results
The Epson Moverio BT-200 smartglasses was used to perform the ADS experiment.
The native smartglasses camera has a resolution of 640 (H) × 480 (V) pixels creating a
relatively low resolution image. A higher resolution mini camera was used as a replacement
to generate high resolution images. The camera used was a 1/3” CMOS Color camera
which has a pixel resolution of 1600 (H) × 1200 (V) and sensor size of 4.48 mm × 3.36
mm. Moreover, the focal length used was 8 mm and the physical dimension of the camera
was 36 mm × 36mm × 20mm. A camera holder for the mini camera was created using a
3D printer and placed on the smartglasses as shown in Fig. 8.3.1.
The scene used was a police car occluded by pine needles as shown in Fig. 8.3.1. The
AR glasses with the 3D printed camera holder and mini camera were placed on a translation
stage. The number of elemental images captured was 25 and reconstruction was then
performed offline. Figure 8.3.2 (a) depicts one of the captured elemental images. ADS
reconstruction was then performed. Figure 8.3.2 (b) depicts a 3D reconstruction of the
scene at z = 980 mm. Note that in the 3D reconstruction, the letters ‘POLICE’ are visible
whereas they are occluded in Fig. 8.3.2 (a).
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Fig. 8.3.1. ADS experimental setup with the AR glasses and mini camera.

Fig. 8.3.2. Comparison of (a) 2D elemental image and (b) 3D reconstructed image at a distance of
980 mm obtained by ADS.

Once reconstruction was performed for a distance d, the following process was used
to locate the object of interest: a rectangular window of width w and height h was slid
across the scene. For each window, the HOG feature was computed and classified using
SVM along with the probability estimate. The SVM model was built using 10 true class,
and 10 false class images which was split in half for testing and training. In addition, 10fold cross validation was used to find the best model parameters. It was found that an RBF
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kernel with a standard deviation of 0.7 was sufficient. Once the car was detected in the
window, the coordinates of the top left pixel and bottom right pixel of the window is stored.
The probability estimate for that window was also recorded. After the window has searched
the scene, the optimal window is found which corresponds to the window that resulted in
the maximum probability estimate from the SVM model. We note that in this experiment
the conventional 2D imaging failed to detect the occluded car; however, the occluded car
was successfully detected using the proposed 3D approach.
The classification scheme was also performed over different image scales to find a
window that closely matches the object. One approach is to upscale or downscale the image
generating an image pyramid as shown in Fig. 8.3.3. Note that scaling is done by using the
bicubic interpolation and no image blurring is performed. At each scale, a window is slid
across the scene, and the optimal window is found if the object is in the scene. The location
of the window in the scene, the probability estimate, and image scale value are then
recorded. Observing the image over all scales, the maximum probability estimate is used
to indicate the ideal scale for the image and generating a box that closely matches the object.
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Fig. 8.3.3. The ideal size of the window is found by resizing the image followed by scaling the
window appropriately once the ideal window size has been found.

Another issue is finding the ideal reconstruction distance. Thus, the object recognition
scheme is then repeated for every desired reconstruction distance. Probability estimates for
the optimal window is then compared amongst the optimal window for other reconstruction
distances. The window that produces the highest probability estimate is then assumed to
be the ideal reconstruction distances. For example, using the scene in our experiments, it
is difficult to determine where the best object reconstruction distance is for distances of
960 mm to 990 mm. By using the window associated with the highest probability estimate
from the SVM, it was found that the optimal window was at z = 980 mm with a probability
estimate of 0.1924.
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In practice, it may not be possible to know the exact camera positions.

Thus, we

performed 3D computational reconstruction with unknown sensor positions [143]. The 3D
reconstructed image at 980 mm using ADS with unknown sensor positions is shown in Fig.
8.3.4 (a). To evaluate the performance of the 3D reconstruction with unknown sensor
positions, the root mean squared error (RMSE) [144] was computed between the 3D
reconstruction of the car shown in Fig. 8.3.2 (b) and 8.3.4 (a). The reconstructed images
were

normalized

between

[0,

1]

prior

to

computing

the

RMSE

(  kM=1  Nj =1 ( xˆk , j − xk , j )2 ( MN ) ) which was 0.0169. The 3D reconstruction with object
recognition was then combined with augmented reality. Figure 8.3.4 (b) depicts the scene
combined with augmented reality information. The user can identify the car with occlusion
removal along with approximately how far it is from the user.
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Fig. 8.3.4. 3D augmented reality experimental results with unknown sensor positions (a) 3D
reconstructed image at 980 mm by ADS with unknown sensor positions. (b) ADS 3D object
recognition combined with augmented reality.

8.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented an approach to integrate augmented reality with a
3D imaging technique known as axially distributed sensing (ADS). This can be useful for
a variety of complex applications such as visualization and object recognition, including in
the presence of partial occlusion in the scene. In our experiments, ADS was used to create
a three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of a scene containing an object (car) behind
occlusion. At a given reconstruction distance, the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG)
feature was computed for the image region inside a sliding window. Using the HOG
features, a support vector machine (SVM) was then used to classify the window and
determine if the object was present in the scene. Moreover, the probability estimates
obtained from the SVM was used to not only find the best window for the target, but also
the optimal reconstruction distance. Once the object has been identified, it was placed in a
smartglasses display that overlooks the scene with the occluded object. Thus, a user can
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visually see the object with occlusion removal along with the approximate distance that the
object is from the user.
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________________________________________________
Chapter 9
Large Depth of Focus Dynamic Micro Integral Imaging
for Optical See-through Augmented Reality Display
using a Focus Tunable Lens
In this chapter, we have developed a three-dimensional (3D) dynamic integral imaging
(InIm) system based optical see-through augmented reality display with enhanced depth
range of a 3D augmented image. A focus tunable lens is adopted in the 3D display unit to
relay the elemental images with various positions to the micro lens array. Based on the
Resolution Priority Integral Imaging (RPII), multiple lenslet image planes are generated to
enhance the depth range of the 3D image. The depth range is further increased by utilizing
both the real and virtual 3D imaging fields. The 3D reconstructed image and the real-world
scene are overlaid using an optical see-through display for augmented reality. The proposed
system can significantly enhance the depth range of a 3D reconstructed image with high
image quality in the micro InIm unit. This approach provides enhanced functionality for
augmented information and adjusts the vergence-accommodation conflict of a traditional
augmented reality display.
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9.1 Introduction
Augmented reality [141][145][146][147] is a novel technology that can merge a realworld scene with a digital image to enhance the viewing experience and image
understanding. Augmented reality head mounted displays (HMD), also known as lightweight near-to-eye devices, have generated great attention in applications for
manufacturing, medicine, education, entertainment, etc. Typical augmented reality devices
can be classified as either optical see-through (OST) displays or video see-through (VST)
displays [148]. An optical see-through device allows an observer to view a real-world scene
through a half-transparent mirror, combined with a digital augmented image, which is
reflected by the mirror. The video see-through display can digitally visualize both the
augmented information and pre-recorded real-world scene through a display panel without
transparency, which can be regarded as virtual reality. One problem for the conventional
optical see-through head mounted display is the vergence-accommodation conflict (VAC)
[149][150][151]. The computationally generated digital augmented information is
visualized on a planar plane with a fixed distance to the observer’s eyes. When a real object
is in a three-dimensional (3D) space, a mismatch focus of the accommodation cues between
the augmented image plane and the real object may cause viewing problems. Fig. 9.1.1 (a)
illustrates an example of such conflict in the augmented reality display [152]. Twodimensional (2D) images, which are rendered for the left and right eyes, are converged on
a fixed augmented image plane; however, when the real object (soccer ball) is far away
from the 2D virtual digital image, the mismatched focus will degrade the observers’
viewing experience due to the poor imaging quality around the soccer ball plane.
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To address this problem, an integral imaging (InIm) based optical see-through headmounted display was first proposed in [35]. The 2D digital display in a conventional
augmented reality system is replaced by a micro InIm 3D optical display unit, as shown in
Fig. 9.1.1 (b) [35]. The micro InIm provides true 3D images with a fixed depth of focus
(DoF) and field of view (FoV). An emerging freeform optical eyepiece can rearrange and
magnify the 3D image to enlarge the viewing depth.

Fig. 9.1.1. (a) Concept of vergence-accommodation conflict of a conventional optical see-through
(OST) head mounted display [152]. (b) The previously reported micro integral imaging based OST
head mounted display [35]. AOB is the 3D image generated by the micro InIm unit, A’O’B’ is the
virtual image for augmented reality display.
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A conventional InIm display includes a two-dimensional (2D) display screen, and a
micro lens array (MLA) [7][153][154][155]. Light illuminated from the display plane
passes through the MLA and integrates in space to form a 3D reconstructed image (AOB).
The light ray is then refracted through one surface (s1) of the freeform prism, continuously
with two-time reflections on the other two surfaces (s2 and s3) to reach the exit pupil and
then converge as a virtual image (A’O’B’) in the real-world space for observation. Previous
research has been done to combine 3D imaging with augmented reality [36][156][157]. In
[35][36], micro InIm was selected to provide true 3D augmented information because of
its compact design; however, one of the limitations is its short depth range. In the original
prototype, the depth range of the micro InIm unit was 3.5 mm [35], which may not be able
to contain enough information for the augmented reality head mounted display. Other
research has analyzed such configurations such as cross talk [157], etc.
In this chapter, we propose a method to enhance the DoF of the micro InIm unit for
3D augmented reality by (1) dynamically generating multiple lenslet image planes (LIP),
and (2) utilizing both the real and virtual 3D optical image fields in the micro InIm display.
In the proposed method, a focus tunable lens is added in the micro InIm unit as relay optics
to generate relayed elemental images on various image planes. The relayed planes are
regarded as new elemental images with changeable positions to the micro lens array (MLA).
Multiple and continuous lenslet image planes are generated for a large depth range 3D
display with high image quality, based on the principle of resolution priority integral
imaging (RPII) [63][158]. The relay optics also make it possible to fully take advantage of
the image fields (both real and virtual image fields) of integral imaging. The depth range
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of the 3D image can be significantly enhanced by utilizing not only the real 3D image, but
the virtual 3D image as well. High quality 3D images can be integrated with an extended
DoF to adjust the range of a real-world scene and solve the vergence-accommodation
conflict which is a limitation for the conventional AR devices with 2D head mounted
displays. Experiments are presented to prove the feasibility of the proposed method.

9.2 Dynamic Integral Imaging Optical Display with Enhanced Depth of
Focus
9.2.1 Generation of Multiple Lenslet Image Planes using Relay Optics
The integral imaging optical display can be classified into two modes: the resolution
priority integral imaging (RPII), and the depth priority integral imaging (DPII) [63][158],
as shown in Figs. 9.2.1 (a) and (b), respectively. The RPII and DPII are identified
depending on the distance (g) between the display panel and the micro lens array. When g
is different than the focal length of each micro lens (fMLA) [see Fig. 9.2.1 (a)] that is, g is
larger than fMLA, a best in-focus plane is generated for high quality 3D imaging. We refer
to this as the lenslet image plane (LIP). However, the image quality decreases along the
transverse direction rapidly. On the contrary, by setting g equal to fMLA, [see Fig. 9.2.1 (b)],
the light from the display screen passes through the lenslet, and becomes a collimated beam
that will not converge in the image field. The best in-focus image plane does not exist.
Because the 3D imaging quality degrades slower than the corresponding RPII model along
the z direction, it is named DPII.
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Fig. 9.2.1. The principle of the two display modes of InIm [63][158]: (a) resolution priority integral
imaging, (RPII), and (b) depth priority integral imaging (DPII). (c) The proposed method of depth
range enhanced dynamic micro InIm with multiple lenslet image planes (LIP) using a tunable lens as
relay optics. z is the distance from the micro lens array (MLA) to the lenslet image plane (LIP), g is
from the elemental image array to MLA, d is from display plane to the relay optics, s(I) is from the
relay optics to the relayed elemental image array, and h is from the display plane to the MLA.

The RPII mode [158] is considered for the micro InIm unit of optical see-through head
mounted display because it can generate high quality 3D augmented images. A limitation
for the RPII is that only one lenslet image plane (LIP) can be generated for a conventional
micro InIm system as the distance (g) between the elemental images and the MLA is fixed.
The position (z) of the LIP from the MLA can be derived based on the Gaussian Lens Law
[159]:
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z = ( f MLA  g ) / ( g − f MLA ) ,

(9.2.1)

f MLA  g

where z is the position of the LIP from the MLA, and fMLA is the focal length of the micro
lenslet. If the distance (g) between the display panel and the MLA can be adjusted, various
LIPs can be dynamically generated with different positions in the image field, and the depth
range of the 3D image will be enhanced. A solution is to add relay optics to dynamically
adjust the depth range. In [17], by generating two LIPs using a polarized bifocal liquid
crystal lens, the depth range of micro InIm is improved. Research has been done to improve
the performance of InIm by using liquid crystal lens [16][17][32][160].
In the proposed design, relay optics with a tunable focal length is adopted into the
micro InIm unit between the display plane and MLA, as shown in Fig. 9.2.1 (c). The
positions of the display plane, the relay optics and the MLA are fixed. An intermediate
imaging process for the elemental images are introduced by the relay optics, and a relayed
elemental image array image plane will be generated. Based on the Lens Law, the position
of the relayed elemental image plane depends on the focal length of the relay optics, f(I),
and the object distance (d): 𝑠(𝐼) = [𝑓(𝐼) × 𝑑]/[𝑑 − 𝑓(𝐼) ], (𝑑 ≠ 𝑓(𝐼) ). The generated image
plane is regarded as a new input for the micro InIm, and the distance between the relayed
plane and the MLA is:
g ( I ) = h − d − s( I ) = h −

d2
d − f( I )

,

(9.2.2)

where h is the distance between the display panel and the MLA, as shown in Fig. 9.2.1 (c).
Eq. 9.2.2 shows that the micro InIm unit with a relay optics provides dynamic positions
between the relayed elemental images and MLA when various currents (I) are applied to
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the relay optics. Depending on the properties of the InIm optical display, the tunable
distance, g(I) between the relayed elemental images and the MLA will affect the DoF of the
micro InIm display [17].
In the proposed method, the position of the LIP depends on the focal length of the
relay optics. Combing Eqs. (1) and (2), the multiple LIPs of the micro InIm unit is:

zI =

2
f MLA  g I ( f MLA  h )   d − f ( I )  − d
=
.
g I − f MLA ( f MLA − h )   f ( I ) − d  − d 2

(9.2.3)

9.2.2 3D Integral Imaging Optical Display in Full Image Fields using Relay Optics
One advantage of InIm optical display is that the 3D image can not only be integrated
on the conjugate side of the micro lens array, which is the real image field of InIm (z > 0),
but also in the virtual image field, where the 3D image is on the identical side of the display
panel (z < 0). Techniques for orthoscopic 3D reconstruction were discussed in [41][52]. A
simple method to convert pseudoscopic image into orthoscopic image was proposed to
reverse the convex and concave portions of the 3D image by rotating each captured
elemental image around its center by 180 degrees [52]. Jang et. al [63] first discussed the
InIm display with large depth of focus by using both the real and virtual image fields.
However, there are problems limiting the practical application. In order to generate high
resolution 3D images in the virtual image field, the light rays should be back propagated
and virtually converged behind the micro lens array as a virtual image. The distance (g)
between the elemental images and the micro lens array needs to follow the image formula
and be less than the focal length of the lenslet (fMLA). Martinez et. al [161] first discussed
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the conditions to reconstruct orthoscopic 3D images with identical lateral magnification on
a specific depth position in the virtual image field. An algorithm is further discussed for
the convention from pseudoscopic to orthoscopic 3D image and format matching [53]. The
distance between the elemental images and the MLA to generate a virtual image is:
gv = g r −

2
2  f MLA
,
zr − f MLA

(9.2.4)

where gr is the original distance between the micro lens array and image sensor in the InIm
pickup process. If the captured elemental images are displayed at gr from the micro lens
array, the 3D image is integrated at zr, where zr is the distance from the MLA to the LIP-1,
as shown in Fig. 9.2.2 (a). Eq. 9.2.4)illustrates the distance (gr and gv) relationship between
the elemental images and the MLA for 3D imaging in the real and virtual image fields. As
shown in Fig. 9.2.2 (b), once the elemental images are fixed at gv to the MLA, a virtual and
undistorted orthoscopic 3D image will be reconstructed in the virtual image field behind
the MLA with an updated distance (zv) [161]:
zv = zr − 2  f MLA .

(9.2.5)

Although the idea to extend the depth range of an InIm optical display by using both
real and virtual image fields has been proposed, it has been difficult to implement. This is
because of the difficulty to control and switch the distance (g) between the elemental
images and the MLA. On the other hand, elemental images for different depths need to be
synchronized. In our proposed method, by correctly designing the system and applying a
focus tunable lens as the relay optics behind the display panel, the 3D image is able to be
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generated in both the real and virtual image fields dynamically without any mechanical
movement neither on the display panel nor the MLA.

Fig. 9.2.2 Integral imaging optical display in the (a) real image field, and (b) virtual image field. gr
and gv are the distances between the elemental image array and MLA for 3D imaging in the real and
virtual image fields, respectively. zr and zv are the distances between the lenslet image plane (LIP)
and the MLA for the real and virtual 3D images, respectively.

9.3 Augmented Reality 3D Display with Enhanced Depth Range using
Dynamic Micro Integral Imaging Experimental Results
A dynamic micro InIm based optical see-through augmented reality 3D display
experiment was performed to show the feasibility of this proposed method. The
experimental process is depicted in Fig. 9.3.1. There are three main stages: (a)
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computational integral imaging capture, (b) dynamic micro InIm optical display using relay
optics with extended depth range, and (c) augmented reality 3D optical see-through display
by superimposing the real-world scene and the 3D images.

Fig. 9.3.1 Dynamic micro InIm based optical see-through augmented reality 3D display experiment.
(a) The InIm computational capture process, (b) dynamic micro InIm optical display process, and (c)
3D optical see-through augmented reality display.

The micro InIm display unit included a 2D display panel, a relay optics component,
and a micro lens array. The display panel is 16.32 mm (H) × 9.18 mm (V) with a resolution
of 1920 pixels (H) × 1080 pixels (V), and each pixel size is ~8.5 um. The size of the square
micro lens array used is 10 mm × 10 mm, the pitch of each lenslet is 300 μm × 300 μm,
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and the focal length (fMLA) of the micro lenslet is 5.1 mm. An electrically focus tunable lens,
which is regarded as the relay optics, was placed between the display panel and the MLA
to generate various relayed elemental images plane and the corresponding lenslet image
planes.

Table 9.3.1. Specifications of the micro integral imaging unit with relay optics to
generate multiple lenslet image planes
Resolution (pixels)

1920 ×1080

Pixel size (um)

8.5

Display Panel
Relay Optics
Micro Lens Array
(MLA)

Electrically focus tunable lens
Size (mm)

10 × 10

Pitch (um)

300

Focal length (mm)

5.1

The elemental images were computationally generated by the 3DsMax software
through a pinhole array model. The resolution of each elemental image is 36 × 36 pixels.
Three augmented letters “A”, “3” and “D” were designed in the software, where “A” is
11.9 mm from the virtual pinhole array and letters “3” and “D” both are 57.1 mm to the
virtual pinhole array. The experiment was designed to optically reconstruct 3D images “A”
and “3” in the real image field and image “D” in the virtual image field of micro InIm. The
focal length, f(I), of the relay optics is tunable by adjusting the applied current, (I). By using
Eqs. (9.2.1-9.2.3), the elemental image array can be dynamically relayed in various
positions to generate multiple lenslet image planes (LIP) for 3D imaging at the
corresponding positions. Based on Eqs. 4-5, the distance g(I) between the relayed elemental
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images and the MLA is 5.6 mm, and 8.9 mm [g(I) > fMLA] for the reconstruction of “3” and
“A” in the real image field, respectively. g(I) is 4.6 mm [g(I) < fMLA] for the reconstruction
of “D,” which is designed to be converged in the virtual image field of micro InIm. Table.
1 shows the specifications of micro InIm unit of the experiment.
Figs. 9.3.2 (a-c) depict the computationally generated elemental images corresponding
to the designed augmented letters. Each of the elemental images records the augmented
object with a specific perspective. By controlling the lens driver with different applied
currents, the relayed elemental images were dynamically projected at the various lenslet
image planes with adjustable positions to the MLA. Figures 9.3.2 (d-f) show the
corresponding optically displayed 3D images on the designed lenslet image planes. The
intensity of the letter “A” is stronger than the other two, because its LIP is around z = 11.9
mm to the micro lens array which is closer than “3” (z = 57.1 mm, in the real image field)
and “D” (z = -46.8 mm, in the virtual image field).
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Fig. 9.3.2 (a)-(c) The computationally generated elemental images for dynamic micro InIm optical
display. (d)-(f) The corresponding 3D optically reconstructed images on various depths and image
fields. “D” is a virtual 3D reconstructed image located at z = -46.8 mm behind the micro lens array,
“A” is a real 3D reconstructed image located at z = 11.9 mm in front of the micro lens array and “3”
is a real 3D reconstructed image located at z = 57.1 mm in front of the micro lens array.

We finally combine the dynamic micro InIm with a real-world scene for the 3D
augmented reality display process, as shown in Fig. 9.3.1 (c). In the experiment, a Canon
Mark-II SDL camera was regarded as an observer to view the real-world scene through a
beam splitter. A pellicle mirror in the beam splitter can reflect the 3D images into the exit
pupil and overlap with the direct see-through real-world scene for augmented reality. The
size of a cube beam splitter is 10 mm × 10 mm × 10 mm. Three printed letters “D”, “R,”
and “isplay” were placed on various positions in the real space. The cubic beam splitter is
placed between the observer and the real object. Light from the augmented 3D image
passes through the beam splitter, reflected into the exit pupil, and cue reflected light will
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back propagate into the real object space. Table. 9.3.2 shows the specifications of the 3D
integrated images with real world scene for the augmented reality display.

Table 9.3.2. Specifications of the dynamic 3D integral imaging optical display with
augmented reality in the experiment
3D augmented images by dynamic micro InIm
Images

g(I) (mm)

z(I) (mm)

Image field

Real objects

“D”

4.6 (< fMLA)

-46.8

virtual

“isplay”

“A”

8.9 (> fMLA)

11.9

real

“R”

“3”

5.6 (> fMLA)

57.1

real

“D”

Fig. 9.3.3 shows the experimental results of 3D AR display with large depth range
using dynamic micro InIm. With various applied currents on the focus tunable lens, the
elemental images were dynamically relayed into different lenslet image planes, as shown
in the groups (i), (ii) and (iii) of Fig. 9.3.3, for 3D augmented images of “D”, “A” and ”3”,
respectively. The corresponding LIPs are located at 11.9 mm, 57.1 mm, and -46.8 mm in
front / behind the MLA, separately. The observer concentrated on three depths, as shown
in Figs. 9.3.3 (a), (b) and (c), for the corresponding real objects: “isplay”, “R” and “D”
respectively. Combining with 3D reconstructed image “D”, the word “Display” is
generated, as shown in Fig. 9.3.3 (a)-(i); the real object “R” combined with image “A” as
“AR”, as shown in Fig. 9.3.3 (b)-(ii); and the augmented image “3” combined with real
object “D” as “3D,” which is close to the observer, as shown in Fig. 9.3.3 (c)-(iii). The
augmented images are blurred on the other in-focus depths, as shown in Figs. 9.3.3 a(ii),
a(iii), b(i), b(iii), c(i) and c(ii), because the observation plane and the InIm lenslet image
plane (LIP) do not overlap. These results also prove that the 3D images are converged on
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their corresponding positions with specific lenslet image planes. The experimental results
indicate that the proposed method can significantly enhance the depth range of the micro
InIm unit for augmented reality 3D display.
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Fig. 9.3.3 Augmented reality 3D display results, the observer is focused on three real world planes,
with real objects: (a) letters ‘isplay’; (b) letter ‘R’; and (c) letter ‘D’. 3D dynamically reconstructed
images at different lenslet image planes: (i) ‘D’ is displayed in the virtual image field, (ii) ‘A’ is
displayed close to the micro lenslet array in the real image field, and (iii) ‘3’ is displayed far from
the micro lenslet array in the real image field.

9.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented a large depth of focus dynamic micro integral
imaging system with multiple lenslet image planes and implemented both the real and
virtual image fields by using an electrically focus tunable lens. This system can be
combined with optical see-through technologies for high quality augmented reality 3D
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display with enhanced depth range and information to solve the vergence-accommodation
conflict.
The response time of the focus tunable lens is milli-seconds and it can be applied with
time multiplex technologies. 3D dynamic display can be realized using time multiplex
technologies by synchronizing the display panel and the tunable lens with a frequency
which is higher than that of the human vision response [47]. In this chapter, we focus on
the depth range of the dynamic micro InIm unit, and the proposed method enhances the
depth range of the 3D images significantly. Compared with the original prototype [35],
more augmented information can be contained within the enhanced full 3D image field via
micro InIm. For augmented reality, by using the HMD magnification optics, the depth
range can be further magnified for an even larger depth range of the display. The relay
optics not only projects the elemental images in various depths but also introduces
magnification to the relayed elemental image arrays. We are able to fix the magnification
by using a 4-F optical system, but it may make the micro InIm unit be bulky. Therefore, in
the experiment, we calculated the magnification factor [17] based on our optical design.
For future work, a variety of other integral imaging approaches may be considered
[162][163][164][165].
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